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HFOREWORD
The Software Engineering Laboratory (SEL) is an organization
sponsored by the Nat°'.onal Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion Goddard Space Flight Center jNASA/GSFC) and created for
the purpose of investigating the effectiveness of software
engineerinq
 technologies when applied to the development of
applications software. The SEL was created in 1977 and has
three primary organizational members:
NASA/GSFC (Systems Development and Analysis Branch)
The University of Maryland (Computer Sciences Department)
Computer Sciences Corporation (PCASS Project)
The goals of the SEL are (1) to understand the software de-
velopment process in the GSFC environment; (2) to measure
the effect of various methodologies, tools, and models on
this process; and (3) to identify and then to apply success-
ful development practices. The activities, findings, and
recommendations of the SEL*are recorded in the Software
Engineering Laboratory Series, a continuing series of re-
ports that includes this document	 A version of this docu-
ment was also issued as Computer Sciences Corporation
document CSC/SD-83/6012.
The primary contributors to this document include
P A-Shen Lo	 (Computer Sciences Corporation)
David Wyckoff
	 (Computer Sciences Corporation)
Other contributors include
Jerry Page	 (Computer Sciences Corporation)
Frank McGarry	 (Goddard Space Flight Center)
Single copies of this document can be obtained by writing to
Frank E. McGarry
Code 582.1
NASA/GSFC
Greenbelt, Md. 20771
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ABSTRACT
This document provides a description of the structure of the
Software Engineering Laboratory (SEL) data base. It defines
each data base file in detail and provides information about
how to access and use the data for programmers and other
users. Several data base reporting programs are descrihed
also.
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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
The Software Engineering Laboratory (SEL) was created to
support efforts to measure and evaluate the effects of var-
ious ,methodologies, models, and tools on the software de-
velopment process. The SEL is a combined effort involving
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), Computer Sciences Cor-
poration (CSC), and the University of Maryland (UM).
One of the major functions of the SEL is the collection,
analysis, and archiving of detailed data, describing all
facets of the software development process within the Sys-
tems Development Section of GSFC. The projects providing
the detailed data are software development efforts in sup-
port of GSFC flight dynamics ground support systems.
To facil'itate the use of the information collected, a data
base was designed that consists of approximately 330 indexed
files on a DEC PDP-11/70 computer. In addition to several
header or summary files, each'project studied may require up
to 11 files--one for each of the 7 types of forms collected
and 4 general information. files. Section 2 of this document
describes the structure of the data base. The software
packages that support the entry, maintenance, reporting, re-
trievinq, and backup of this data base are described in Sec-
tion 3.
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SECTION 2 - DATA BASE ORGANIZATION
This section describes the structure and content of the SEL
data base files. Many of the files are organized in re-
sponse to the structure of the SEL forms. In general, the
files are organized by project and by form type. Exceptions
and additions are noted in the following subsections.
The following is a list of the data base files in the order
in which they are described in Section 2.2 and in Appendix A
("proj" is the project name= "n" is the number of projects
in the data base):
Number
of
—
Descriptive File Name	 Files
	 File Name
Encoding Dictionary °'ile
Estimated Statistics File
File Name and Status File
Phase Dates File
Subjective Evaluations
Directory File
Subjective Evaluations
File
Attitude Maintenance
Change Report (ATM) File
Change Report Form (CRF)
File
Component Status Report
(CSR) File
Component Summary Form
(CSF) File
General Project Summary
(GPS) File
Resource Summary Form
(RSF) File
2-1
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1	 ENCODE.HDR
1	 EST.HDR
1	 STAT.HDR	 •
1	 HEADER.HDR
1	 DIR.HDR
1	 SEF.HDR
n	 projl..4TM,pruj2.ATM,
...,prc,n.ATM
n	 projl.CRF,proj2.CRF,
...,projn.CRF
n	 projl.'4".SR,proj2.CSR,
...,pr.ojn.CSR
n	 projl.CSF, proj2.CSF,
...,projn.CSF
n	 projl.GPS,proj2.GPS,
...,projn.GPS
n	 projl.RSF,proj2.RSF,
...,projn.RSF
ORIGINAL PAG",: R'
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Number
of
Descriptive File Name Files	 File Name
Run Analysis Form (RAF) n	 projl.RAF,proj2.RAF,
File ...,projn.RAF
Accounting Informat`tion n	 projl.ACC,proj2.ACC,
(ACC)	 File ...,projn.ACC
Comment (CMT) File n	 projl.CMT,proj2.CMT,
...,projn.CMT
Component Information n	 projl.CIF,proj2.CIF,
File	 (CIF) ...,projn.CIF
Growth History (HIS) n	 projl.HIS,proj2.HIS,
File ...,projn.HIS
Source Analyzer Program 1	 ALL.SAP
(SAP) Output File
Transaction (backup) 7	 TRANS.CIF, TRANS.CRF,
Files TRANS.CSR, TRANS.CSF,
TRANS.HIS, TRANS.RSF,
TRANS.RAF
2.1	 FILE ATTRIBUTES
.
All data base files, except the transaction files, are
located on disk DB1, under user identification code
(UIC',
	
1204,11.	 The name of a file is composed by attaching
the project name and form type abbreviation to the disk and
UIC designation.	 For example, to access change report data
for project PROJ, the name would be DB1:[204,1)PROJ.CRF.
The transaction files are on disk DBO to allow data base
restoration in the case of a failure of disk DB1.
The larger projects have up to 2,000 forms and up to
10,000 records. A project this large would take up about
4000 500-byte blocks. The total data base takes up approx-
imately 49,000 blocks.
2-2
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2.2 FILE DESCRIPTIONS
On this data bame, there are three file types or categories:
•	 Header or summary files
•	 Form data files
•	 Auxiliary files
Header or summary files contain directory and summary infor-
mation (such as total lines of source code, project dura-
tion, ana total effort) for each project.
Form data files correspond directly to a particular type of
form; there is a separate file for each form type per proj-
ect.
Auxiliary files contain support information, such as de-
scriptive text (Wm-lent Files), taken from the software en-
gineering forms and component descriptions generated by SAP
(Reference 1) ..
Except as noted, all files are indexed. Appendix A de-
scribes all file formats in detail, including every field in
each record type.
2.2.1 HEADER (SUMMARY) FILES
The header or summary files contain directory and summary
information for the entire data base. These files can be
used to obtain top-level summary reports on all the data.
The following six header files are described in this section:
•	 Encoding Dictionary
•	 Estimated Statistics
•	 File Name and Status
•	 Phase Dates
•	 Subjective Evaluations
•	 Subjective Evaluations Directory
2-3
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2.2.1.1 Elcoding Dictionary File (ENCODE.HDR)
The Encoding Dictionary File contains the numerical code
type information used to represent the lengthier alpha-
numeric or English text information. The codes are used to
save space where certain titles, names, or other pieces of
information are used repetitively throughout the data base.
Twenty-four different types of codes are represented on the
file. (Some types may require more than one record of
data.) Typical pieces of data that are coded and placed on
this dictionary are project name, programmer name, source
language, types of changes, and types of error. Thus, since
project names, for example, are used repetitively throughout
the data base, the corresponding numerical codes are used
instead of the full name. The codes are assigned by the
data base administrator and do not have any particular sig-
nificance as far as priority or importance are concerned.
The Encoding Dictionary File contains the following fields:
e	 Code type
e	 Code
Abbreviated name
e	 Full English description
Below are three sample records:1
Type Code Abbreviation Description
4 1 UNITT Unit test
4 2 SYSTEMT System test
4 3 BNCHMRKT Benchmark test
See Appendix A, Section A.1, for the file format.
1 Throughout Section 2, each of the records is to be read
across. For example, on page 2-7, the first or Project 1
record contains a code of 10, 638 components, 535 modules,
and so on.
i-4
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2.2.1.2 Estimated Statistics File (EST.HDR)r
The Estimated Statistics File characterizes the size and
resources (manpower, computer) of each project. The iat,'a
contains a single record of information for each proje %t on
the data base. Each record contains a project name as well
as information summarizing the characteristics of that proj-
ect. This information is usually collected at the conclu-
sion of a project by personnel close to the project. It
summari7-s the basic size and resource characteristics of
each project. The project managers review the completed
project and gather the following information for this file:
•	 Project name
•	 Number of components and modules
e	 Number of lines, executable statements, runs, and
changes
e	 Number of pages of documentation
e	 Programmer, management, and services hours
e	 IBM S/360-95 and -75 hours (based on computer
accounting information)
e	 Other computer hours
Below are three sample records--one for Project 1, one for
Project 2 1 and one for Project 3--in the Estimated Sta-
tistics File. The programmer, management, and services
hours are stored as integer type characters formed from the
real number values times 10. The status flag  refers to
the status of the data: 1 is unchecked data, 2 is hand-
checked data, and 3 is data verified by application.
This is true for all sample records throughout Section 2.
2-5
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Total Number
Protect project Number of	 Number of of New
Name _
. 
Co Components	 Modules Modules
PROJl 10 638	 535 337
PROD2 38 113	 102 93
PROJ3 19 639	 519 418
Number of Total
Modified Number Number of	 Pages of Number
Modules of Runs Changes	 Document of Lines
31 7500 1576	 1793 75,393
0 1589 255	 763 15,258
59 1000 2350	 2458 85,369
Number of
Number of Number of	 Number of Modified
Number of Modified Total Exec	 New Exec Exec
New Lines Lines Statements	 Statements Statements
49,31E 4252 300448
	 !9,098 1179
14,873 0 4,482	 4,413 0
76,883 5652 380157	 35,203 2161
Programmer Management Services	 S/360-95
Hours Hours Hours	 Computer Hours
109 0 565 35,510 12,310 2090
31,638 13,022 11,942 628
116,586 27,119 27,444 3120
S/360-75 Other Status	 Active Project
Computer Hours	 Computer Hours	 Flag	 Flag Category
1930 0 1	 N 1
4 0 1	 N I
1852 0 1	 N 1
See Appendix A, Section A.2, for the file format.
2.2.1.3 File Name and Status File (STAT.HDR)
The File Name and Status File is a type of summary directory
for the entire data base. It contains one record for each
indexed file in the data base. Each record contains a file
name; creation, last backup, and last access dates (YYMMDD
format); and number of records in the particular file.
These data are updated automatically by the data entry pro-
gram (Data Base Maintenance Software (DBAM) (Reference 2))
whenever a file is accessed.
Three sample File Name and Status File records are given
below--one for Project 1 1 one for Project 2, and one for
Project 3:
Project Project Creation
Name Code File Name Date
PROJ1 10 OB1:[204,l]PROJI.RSF 790312
PROJ2 38 DB1:[204,1]PROJ2.RSF 791026
PROJ3 19 DB1:[204,1]PROJ3.RSF 790901
Last Backup Last Update	 Number of
Date	 r Date	 Records
820611 790312	 91
820611 0	 93
820611 0	 162
See Appendix A t Section A.3, for the file format.
2.2.1.4 Phase Dates File (HEADER.HDR)
The Phase Dates File contains the start and end dates for
all phases in the software development cycle. The file in-
cludes project name, code, and the dates (YYMMDD format) for
the requirements, design, code and unit test, system test,
acceptance test, cleanup, and maintenance phases for each
project. These dates are obtained from the project manager
at the conclusion of each project.
2-7
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Below are three sample Phase Dates File records--one for
Project 4, one for P roject 2, and one for Project 3:
Alien
Project Project Development Target Computer
Name Code Computer Comput%-,, use
PROJ4 2 0 0 0
PROJ2 10 0 0 0
PROJ3 19 0 0 0
Req. Req, Design Design	 Code and
Start End Start End	 Test Start
761010 770213 770213 770604 770604
770101 770401 770401 770730 770730
780101 780501 780501 781014 781014
System System Acceptance Acceptance
Code and Test Test "Lleat Test
Test End Start End Start End
771203 771203. 780204 780204 780318
780114 780114 780218 780218 780415
790331 790331 790602 790602 791013
Cleanup Cleanup Maintenance Maintenance	 St&tus
Start End Start End Flag	 .
780318 780427 780429 780820 1
780415 780624 780624 781024 1
791013 791222 791222 800404 1
See Appendix A, Section A.4 1
 for the file format.
2.2.1.5 Subjective Evaluations File (SEF.HDR)
The Subjective Evaluations File characterizes the develop-
ment methods and environment of each project. New informa-
tion is added to this file near the conclusion of each
project. By reviewing code and documents and by observing
the development process, project managers quantify the de-
gree to which each of the qualities applies to the project.
This is strictly a subjective management evaluation.
N-)_8
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The data for each project are contained in seven variable-
ten•1th records. Bach record represents a main category of
moasuron, The seven oateqoriem are
•	 Software Enginearinq (SE)--Includes practices and
techniqjos (MT), tools crs), and documentation (DC)
neasures
• I)evolopment 'rean, Ability (AB)--Includes experience
with application (AP), effectiveness of management
(MG), and performance of team (PF) measures
• Difficulty of Project (DF)--Includes complexity of
problem %%:P)o internal influences on project (IN),
and external influences on project (EX) measures
•	 Process anti 	 Characteriotics (PC) --Includes
resources available (RA), software product (PR),
and product!process performance (PP) measures
•	 Development 'ream Background (DB)--Includes team
rank (RK), years of professional experience (YP),
years of applicable experience (YA), and years of
environment experience (YF.) measures
•	 Models (MD)--Includes Wal r.-ton-Felix model (WF),
PRICE S3 model (PS), and COCOMO model (CO) measures
•	 Additional Details (AD)- - Includes miscellaneous
(MS) and code breakdown (SW) measures
See Appendix A, Section A.5, for the file format. Sample
r000rd4 are not presented here because Of their extreme
length. Reference 3 describes the data collected for this
file.
2.2.1.6 .0" objectivo Evaluations Directory r-ile (DIR.HDR)
V10 S1UhJ003tiV0 EVa1L1,'At lens Directory File contains the
alphanumeric code type information used to represent the
lenkithior E.nqlish toxt information. The y
 codes represent
S W? 0
certain titles, names, or other pieces of information de-
scribing measures used in the Subjective Evaluations File.
Each record contains information for one specified measure
in the Subjective Evaluations File. The Subjective Evalua-
tions Directory File contains the following fields:
•	 Code for the measure
•	 Name of the measure
•	 Minimum value of the measure
•	 Maximum value of the measure
•	 Data record sequence number (1 through 7)
•	 Byte location in the data record
•	 Textual description of the measure
The following are three sample records:
Minimum Maximum Record	 Byte
Code
	 N` ame
	 Value	 Value	 Number Location
APO1 EXPERTI	 0	 50	 2	 6
MT20 CCONFIG
	 0	 50	 1	 44
SW61 SCHANGEN	 0	 9000	 7	 472
See Appendix A t Section A.6 1 for the file format.
2.2.2 FORM DATA FILES
Description
Expert 1
Code (con-
figuration
control)
Software
Changes
(new)
These files correspond in number and in content to the in-
formation collected on the software engineering forms.
There is one file for each form type per project. There are
seven form data files, which are described in detail in the
following subsections:
1. Attitude Maintenance Change Report (ATM) File
2. Change Report Form (CRF) File
3. Component Status Report (CSR) File
4. Component Summary Form (CSF) File
-10
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5.	 General Project Summary (GPS) File
o.	 Resource Summary Form (RSF) File
7.	 Run Analysis Form (RAF) File
2.2.2.1 Atti=tude Maintenance Change Report (ATM) File
The Attitude Maintenance Change Report File contains in-
formation on changes made to a program during the mainte-
nance and operation phase of the project (after the project
delivery date). The ATM form is filled out by maintenance
personnel. Although this file contains essentially the same
information provided on the Change Report Form, there are
some slight differences. The following information can be
found on the ATM File:
•	 Programmer
•	 Number of components changed
•	 Date on which change was determined
•	 Date on which change was started
•	 Type of change
•	 Primary error type
•	 Types of error detection activities
•	 Time spent implementing change
See Appendix A, Section A.7, for the file format.
2.2.2.2 Change Report Form (CRF) File
The Change Report Form File contains info
made by a programmer after the source has
permanent library. The CRF is filled out
Each form describes one error or change.
CRF File represents one form and contains
rmation on changes
been added to the
by the programmer.
One record on the
the following:
•	 Programmer
•	 Form date
•	 Number of components changed
•	 Number of components examined
2-11
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	e	 Date on which change was determined
	
e	 Date on which change started
	
e	 Amount of time/effort required for change
	
e	 Type of change
	
e	 Type of error (if error)
	
•	 When error entered system
	
e	 Activities used to isolate error
	
e	 Time required to isolate error
	
e	 Whether or not a workaround was used
	
e	 Whether or not change was related to a previous
!	 change
Below are three sample records on the CRF File. Hyphens in-
dicate blanks.
Number of
	
Form	 Form	 Components
Number	 Project	 Programmer	 Date	 Changed
K00016	 19	 26543	 790103	 9
K00017	 19	 14336	 781026	 1
K00018	 19	 14336	 781026	 1
Number of	 More Than	 Date	 Date	 Effort
Components	 One Comp	 Change Was	 Change Was	 for
Examined	 Affected	 Determined	 Started	 Change
	
11	 Y	 790102	 790102	 2
	
1	 781026	 781026	 2
	
1	 -	 781026	 781026	 1
Type of	 Type of	 When Error
Change	 Changed Components	 Error	 Entered
1 2 3 4	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 1 2 3 4	 System
1 4 - -	 443 386 907 881 252	 3 - - -	 3
1 - - -	 695 -	 -	 -	 -	 7 - - -	 -
1 - - -	 152 -	 -	 -	 -	 7 8 - -	 4
2-12
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4Data Control
Structure Logic
Error Error
X
E	 -
-
X
The following fields describe activities used to isolate
errors.
For For
	 Tried in For
Program Detecting Finding Finding
Validation Symptoms Cause Cause
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5	 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
1 4--- 1 4---	 5 6 B - - 5 6 B--
1	 5 - -	 - 1 - -	 - -	 - -	 -	 -	 - - - - - -
1	 - -
	
-	 - 5	 -	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 -	 - - -	 - -	 -
Time To Related to Previous Previous
Isolate Workaround	 Previous Form	 _ Form
Error Used	 Change Number Date
1 X	 Y 00002 780831
i -	 N - -
1 -	 N - -
Rear>on Description General
Comment Comment Comment Status
Flag Flag Flag Flag
Y Y Y 1
Y Y N 1
Y Y N 1
See Appendix A, Section A.8, for the file format.
2.2.2.3 Component Status Report (CSR) File
The Component status Report File conta.a:,:> data on the amount
t
of time spent by a programmer on j,fferent activities and i
components (modules) in the development process. The time
spent on components is divided into design, code, and test
stages. One record on the CSR File represents one line on
2-13
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the CSR form= a form may spread over several records. A
record (line) contains the following:
•	 Programmer
•	 Form date
•	 Component
•	 Hours spent in each phase
•	 Other activity (name)
•	 Other activity (t,ours spent)
The CSR form is filled out by the programmer once a week.
Below are three sample records in the CSR File. The hours
shown represent real numbers even though they are shown as
integers. The correct real number value is obtained by
dividing the given number by 10. Hyphens represent blanks.
Form Sequence
Number Number Project Programmer Form Date
B03146 1 36 22137 791012
B03146 2	 ' 36 22137 791012
B03146 3 36 22137 791012
Design Design Design
Create Read Review Code
Component Hours Hours Hours Hours
451 100 50 0 0
50 0 0 0 0
Code Code Unit Integration Review
Read Review Test Test Test
Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
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ice_
eOther Other
Activity Activity Status Phase
N_ Hours _r F_ lac Fly
- - 1 D
- - 1 D
TRAVEL 5 1 D
See Appendix A, Section A.9, for the file format.
2.2.2.4 Component Summary Form (CSF) File
The Component Summary Form File contains a general descrip-
tion of a component. This form is filled out by the pro-
grammer twice: when a component is first defined, it is
filled out with estimates of the effort and size of the com-
ponent= when the component is completed, it is filled out
with the actual values. There should be two forme for each
component at the completion of a project. One record in the
•
CSF File represents one form. Each record contains the fol-
lowing information:
•	 Programmer
•	 Form date
•	 Form stage
•	 Component
•	 Precision of specification
•	 Complexity
•	 Type of software
•	 Type of statements
•	 Number of statements
•	 Relation to other software
•	 Type of addition (if addition)
•	 Number of components called, shared, and descendent
•	 Languages used
•	 Form of specification
•	 Constraints (yes/no)
•	 Number of design, code, and test runs
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1•	 Design, code, and test computer time used
•	 Time/effort spent in design, code, and test
•	 Design, code, and test end dates
Below are three sample records on the CSF File. Hyphens
represent blanks.
Programmer Programmer
Form Filling implementing Form
Number Pro ect Out Form Component Date
101878 36 2 2 800606
101879 36 2 2 800617
101880 36 3 3 800709
Type of
Form Precision of Software
Stage	 Component Specification complexity 1_	 2 .3
N 459 3 E 3	 -	 -
N 456 1 E 5	 -	 -
•	 C 462 3 M 1	 -	 -
Percent of Percent of	 Percent of Lines Lines
Assignment Control Other Without With
Statements Statements	 Statements Comments Comments
20 50 30 50 100
0 0 100 7 25
60 10 10 55 70
Number of independent Relation Type of Number of
Machine of Other to Other Addition Components
Bytes Software Software 1 2 3 4 Called
- N 1 1 4-- 2
- Y - - - - - 0
400 Y - - - - - 0
Number Number of Number of Percent
Calling Shared Components Primary Primary
This Comp Components	 Descending Language Language
1 0 3 1 100
0 1 0 1 100
1 0 3 1 100
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Design
Test Computer
Runs Time
4 0
3 0
6 0
Code Test
Effort Effort
70 120
30 70
60 140
Secondary
Language
Percent
	 Functional
Secondary	 Design
Language
	
1	 2
-	 1	 -
4	 -
-	 1	 -
Procedural	 English
Design	 Design
1	 2	 1 ., 2
Formal
Design
1 2
Other
	 Memory	 Exec Time
Design	 Constraint	 Constraint
1 2	 Yes Ok
	 Yes Ok
X	 X	 -	 -
X	 -
Other
Constraint
Yes Ok
Design Code
Runs Runs
2
0 2
0 2
Test
Computer Design
Time Effort
100 80
20 40
120 60
Estimated Estimated
Code Test
End Date End Date
800711 800905
800711 801231
800703 800711
Calling Components
1 2	 3	 4	 5
83 -	 -	 -	 -
84 -	 -	 -	 -
Code
Computer
_ Time
10
5
10
Estimated
Design
End Date
800711
800502
800703
Description
Comment
Flag
Y
Y
Y
Shared Components
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
451	 -	 -	 -	 -
Components Called
1	 2 3
	 4	 5
	
94 92 -	 -	 -
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Components Affected
by Reorganization
	 Form ofDesign
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 Other Name
- - - - -	 DUMMY-OTHER-NAME-ABC
Useful Additional
Constraint	 Items Comment Status
Other Name	 Comment_ Flag Flag
DUMMY-NAME-ABCDEFGHI 	 Y N 1
-	 Y Y 1
-	 N N 1
See Appendix A t Section A.10, for the file format.
2.2.2.5	 General Project Summary	 (GPS) File
The General Project Summary File contains a summary of re-
sources,	 times, program sizes,-costs, and several other
aspects of a project.	 The GPS form is filled out by the
project manager or project leader at the beginning and end
of the project and at the end of major phases.	 The follow-
ing information is contained on the GPS Files
•	 Project description
•	 Resources used
•	 Scheduling
•	 Cost of project
•	 Size of project
•	 Computer access
•	 Techniques employed
•	 Formalisms used
•	 Automated tools used
•	 Type of project organization
•	 Standards used
•	 Milestones reached
•	 Documentation issued
2-18
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•	 Problems encountered
r	 Quality assurance employed
See Appendix A. Section A.11, for the file format.
2.2.2.6 Resource Summar y Form (RSF) Pilo
The Resource Summary Form File contains information on pro-
grammer time, computer time and runs, and other service
charges. The resources are recorded by the project manager
for each week for up to 11 weeks on a single form. Each
record in the file contains information from one line of the
RSF File, either manpower, computer, or services data. A
record contains the following information:
•
	
	
Resource type indicator (manpower, computer, or
services)
•	 Resource code
e	 Form date
•	 Percentage management
e	 Beginning date of data
e	 Hours each week (up to 11 weeks)
•	 Number of computer runs each week (up to 11 weeks)
Below are three sample RSF File recorda. The resource hours
are integers representing real number values times 10.
Hyphens indicate blanks. The number sign (#) indicates the
week (1 through 11).
Form Sequence itesource
Number Number Project Type Resource
000144 1 36 M 16024
000144 2 36 M 22137
C00144 3 36 C 1
r
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kW
Beginning
Form Percent Date of
Date Management Data
791214 100 791005
791214 10 791005
791214 - 791005
Resource Resource Resource
Runs Hours Runs Hours Runs Sours
#1 #1 #2 #2 13 03
0 100 0 100 0 100
- - 0 240 0 400
0 240 - - 5 10
Resource Resource Resource
Runs Hours Runs Hours Runs Hours
#4 #4 #5 #5 #6 #6
0 100 0 100 0 320
0 100 0 100 0 100
0 0 4 80 0 0
Resource Resource Resource
Runs Hours Runs Hours Runs Hours
#7 #7 #8 ^#8 #9 #9
0 100 - - 0 100
0 385 0 240 0 490
0 0 0 0 0 0
Resource Resource
Runs Hours Runs Hours .status Phase
#10 #_	 10 #11 #11^ Flag Flag
1 400 - - 1 D
- - - - 1 D
0 0 0 0 1 D
See Appendix A, Section A.12 1	for the file format.
2.2.2.7 Run Analysis Form (RAF)	 File
The Run Analysis Form File contains information about com-
puter runs made by a programmer on a project.	 The RAF,
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filled out by the programmer, has data from up to nine sepa-
rate runs. One record represents one line (run) on the
RAF. The following information is contained on the RAF File:
	
•	 Programmer
	• 	 Run date
	
•	 Computer model used
	
•	 Interactive run indicator
	
•	 Purpose of r ►in (unit test, maintenance)
	
•	 Number and type of coRponentu
	
•	 Whether or not first run
	
•	 Whether or not run met objectives
	
•	 Run results
lelow are three sample records on the RAF File. Hyphens in-
dicate blanks.
	
Form	 Sequence	 Run
Number	 Number	 Pro ect	 Programmer	 Date
J01946	 1	 42	 22137	 791025
J01946	 2	 42	 22137	 791025
J01946
	 3	 42	 22137	 791026
Interactive	 Run
Run	 Purpose	 Number Of
Computer	 Indicator	 1 2 3 4	 Components
6	 X	 4 7--	 2
6	 -	 7 - - -	 1
3	 -	 7 - - -	 1
Run Met
Components	 First Run	 Objectives
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 Indicator	 Indicator
	
280	 4	 -	 -	 -	 X	 Y
	
4	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
	
10	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
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Run
Result
	 Comment
	 Status
1 2 3 4	 Indicator
	 Flag
1 4 - -	 N	 1
4 - - -	 N	 1
4 - - -	 N	 1
See Appendix A, Section A.13 1
 for the file format.
2.2.3 AUXILIARY FILES
This subsection describes the remaining six file types,
which are identified as auxiliary files:
1. Accounting Information (ACC) File
2. Comment (CMT) File
3. Component Information File (CIF)
4. Growth History (HIS) File
5. Source Analyzer Program (SAP) Output File
6. Transaction Files
2.2.3.1 Accounting Information (ACC) File
The Accounting Information File contains accounting informa-
tion for jobs run on the IBM S/360-95 and -75. Each record
contains information relating to a specific 4-hour block of
time (i.e., 1 day's activities on a computer are represented
by six records). A record contains the following informa-
tion:
•	 Date
•	 Start time of 4-hour period
•	 CPU and I/O time for the IBM S/360-95 and -75
c	 Number of runs for the IBM S/360-95 and -75
•	 :dumber of remote job entry
	 (RJE)	 jobs
•	 Number of card reader jobs
This information is obtained from an accounting history tape
on the IBM S/360, which is generated from an online account-
ing system that monitors all activity on the particular ma-
chine.
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See Appendix A, Section A.14, for the file format.
2.2.3.2 Comment (CMT) File
The Oomment File contains all commen^s from the Change Re-
port Form, the Component Summary Form, and the Run Analysis
Form for a given proitct. (The component status report and
resource summary forms, do not have comment fields.) Each
record on the CmT File contains a comment and the number of
the originating form. This file is automatically updated by
DRAM whenever one of the form types with comments is proc-
essed. This information is stored separately, since it was
felt that most users of the form data files would generally
not want the comment information. Therefore, the form data
files were made smaller by deleting this text information.
Below are three sample records on the CMT File:
Form Sequence Comment Record
Number Number Type Number Project
101878 1 1 36
1.01679 1 D 1 36
101880 l U 1 36
Continuation Status
-
indicator Text Flag
N FILL PREREAD ARRAYS 1
N DRIVER FOR RMADING rELRMF.TRY RECORDS I
N CHECKS BUFFER SIZE 1
See Appendix A, Section A.15, for the file format.
2.2.3.3 Component Information File (CIF)
The Component Information File was developed to characterize
each component. This file contains several source code sta-
tistics for each component. Some of the items are general
library information, such as how many changes were made to a
component. They
 rest are statistics extracted from they
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FORTRAN source code of the component by SAP.
	 Each CIF rec-
ord contains the following information:
•
i
Component name and code i
• PANVALET level number	 (number of source changes)
• Module and subsystem function
• Whether component is new, old, or modified
• Number of executable statements
t	
• Number of lines with comments
• Number of comment lines
• Number of unique operators
• Number of unique operands
• Total number cf operators
• Total number of operands	 j
• Number of input and output variables from module 	 j
• Number of decisions
• Number of FUNCTION references
• Number of 1/0 statements.
• Number of assignment statements
• Number of CALL statements
• Number of FORMAT statements
Note that operands and operators are software measures de-
scribed by Halstead in Reference 4.
There is a unique correspondence between the component name
and component code listed above that serves as a dictionary
for all component codes used in other data base files for a
particular project.
Below are three sample records on the CIF. Hyphens indicate
blanks.
PANVALET
Component Component Level	 Module
Project Name Code Number	 Function
19 ACBIAS 275 4	 -
19 ACBIASM 350 -	 -
19 ACBIASUN 351 -	 -
-^4
6070
E
Subsystem	 Executable	 Source
Function	 Origin	 Statements	 Lines
	
Commmnts
-	 90	 254
	
102
1	 31	 104
	
44
1	 17	 89
	
43
Input and
Total
	
Total
	
Output
Operators	 Operands	 Operators	 Operands	 Variables
	
24	 64	 421	 315	 29
	
9	 25	 158	 155	 9
	
9	 19	 70	 67	 10
FUNCTION	 I/O	 Assignment	 CALL
Decisions	 References	 Statements	 Statements	 Statements
	
21	 29	 1	 50	 18
	
2	 0	 1	 27	 0
	
2	 0	 1	 13	 0
FORMAT	 Status
Statements	 Flag
	
2	 1
	
2	 1
	
2	 1
See Appendix A, Section A.16, for the file format.
2.2.3.4 Growth History (HIS) File
The Growth History File contains information about the
changing number of modules and lines of code for each proj-
ect. Each record contains a date and the total number of
source code lines, modules, and changes up to that date.
This information comes from weekly listings of the PANVALET
library directory for projects using the IBM computers and
from weekly file directory listings for projects using the
DEC computers.
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Below are three sample records from the HIS File.
Source
Lines	 Modules	 Changes	 Status
Pro ect	 Date	 to Date	 to Date	 to Date	 F aq
10	 770923
	
12414	 143
	
12	 1
10	 770930	 12414	 143	 12	 1
10	 771007	 15973	 172	 56	 1
See Appendix A t Section A.17 0 for the file format.
2.2.3.5 SAP Output File
The SAP Output File is a single intermediate sequential file
containing several source code statistics produced by SAP.
Each record in this file contains information on individual
components, such as the number of executable statements and
the number of assignment statements. The record format is
similar to that of the CIF but not identical. Some rear-
rangement is made before DBAM.moves the data into the appro-
priate CIF.
Below are three sample records from the SAP Output File.
Project Module Parameters Comment Executable
Name Name _ Passed In Li_ nes Statements
PROJ2 ACDUMFLI 28 105 93
PROJ2 TPTPCHEK 3 63 12
PROJ5 DAINRT 6 32 1
i/0 Source Total
Statements Lines Operators Operands Operators
1 252 12 105 316
1 82 7 8 27
0 39 0 0 0
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Number Of Input and
Total IF and	 IF Output Var. COMMON
Operands Statements Decisions to Module Variables
2801 4 57 6
12 5 6 3 0
0 0 0 6 0
DO and
DOWHILE FUNCTION Structured Parameters Assignment
Statements References Statements Passed Out Statements
3 0 0 73 64
0 0 8 5 0
0 0 0 0 0
CALL
	
FORMAT
Statements
	
Statements
	
22	 2
	
5	 1
	
0	 0
See Appendix A. Section A.18, for the file format.
2.2.3.6 Transaction Files
Transaction Files are sequential backup disk files that con-
tain a record of all additions, deletions, and chan ojes made
to the data base since the last DBAM backup. (A DLAM tape
backup run resets the number of transaction records to zero.)
There are seven transaction files in the data base: one for
each form type (CRF, CSF, CSR, RAF, and RSF), one for the
CIFs, and one for the HIS Files. DBAM automatically adds to
the Transaction Files whenever data in the data base are
added, changed, or deleted.
See Appendix A, Section A.19, for the file format.
2.3 GENERAL NOTES ON THE DATA BASE DATA
All data on the data base are stored in character format.
All fields displayed as numbers are right justified and
i
r
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blank filled except for dates, which are zero filled with a
format of YYMMDD. In many cases, an all-blank integer field
(as opposed to a zero) indicates missing data.
Component codes are associated with component names on the
CIFs, whereas all other coded fields are defined on the En-
coding Dictionary.
All forms processed are given a unique six-character string
(a letter followed by five digits)--for example, 900138.1
The letter represents the form type as follows:
A or J	 Run Analysis	 RAF
B	 Component Status
	 CSR
C	 Resource Summary	 RSF
D or K	 Change Report	 CRF
E or I	 Component Summary	 CSF
A phase flag (R, D, or M) indicates whether the form came
from the requirements, development, or maintenance teams.
, (Development in this case refers to the time between the
design start date and the cleanup end date as defined on the
Phase Dates File.)
All but four file types have a status flag. (The Encoding
Dictionary, the File Name and Status File, the Subjective
Evaluations Directory File, and the SAP Output File do not
have status flags.) New records are entered with a status of
1 (for "unchecked"). After hand validation, the status will
be reset to 2. After data are verified by application, the
status will be reset to 3.
lThe format of the RAF, CRF, and CSR forms has evolved.
Each revision of a form was assigned a new prefix to the
form number. Thus, in some cases a file may contain form
records with form numbers prefixed by one of two possible
letters.
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SECTION 3 - DATA BASE USER'S GUIDE
This section contains information on data base access and
use. It is assumed that the user understands the basic
operation and capabilities of the DEC PDP-11/70 (Refer-
ences 5 and 6). This section also describes the capabili-
ties of DBAM (Reference 2), a general indexed file access
program (DATATRIEVE) (Reference 7), and several other basic
profile reporting programs. The support software that is
described includes the following:
1. DBAM--Data Base Maintenance Software, used to ac-
cess and validate data base data
2. SEL data base header files listing procedures--
DATATRIEVE command procedures to list the contents
of the SEL data base header files
-	 3.	 NF--Form-counting report program that counts the
number of forms by programmer for a given project
4. RPSTSCTR--Record-counting report program that
counts the number of records on each data base file
5. WK--Hour- and form-counting report program that
counts forms and programmer hours by programmer by
week for a given project for any form type
6. PF--Basic profile report program that sums re-
sponses from files of any form type
7. RU--Resource utilization report program that sum-
marizes manpower and computer resources
8. CS--Detailed component status report program that
reports CSR File data by programmer by project
9. REP4, REPS--CIF reporting programs that list compo-
nents, their software type, and Halstead measures
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All these programs reside on DB1:(204,51 (except DATATRIEVE,
which is already installed). Helpful user information also
exists on the .HLP files on D81:(204,51.
3.1 DATA BASE MAINTENANCE SOFTWARE
The DRAM system has five basic functions:
1. CREATE--Create new files for given project.
2. ARCHIVE--Back up all data base files on tape.
3. RESTORE--Restore all or specific files of the data
base from the backup tape.
4. COMPRESS--Compress data base files to reduce space
used and increase access efficiency.
5. UPDATE--Add, change, or delete data base records.
All new data are validatbd to prevent the entry of
incorrect data. UPDATE is the primary function
used in the general data entry process.
To run this program, the user must log on under (204,31 (no
Password) and enter the following (the indirect command
file) :
@SELDBS
For complete information on how to run DBAM, see file
DBl:[204p5]SELDBS.HLP or Reference 2.
3.2 SEL DATA BASE HEADER FILES LISTING PROCEDURES
The following five DATATRIEVE command procedures are used to
list the contents of the five SEL data base header files:
1.	 DBRPTDIR--Lists the contente of the Subjective
Evaluations Directory file and produces a formatted
report in SEFDIR.RPT under the user's user identi-
fication code (UIC)
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2. DBRPTENC--Lists the contents of the Encoding Dic-
tionary and produces a formatted report in ENC.RPT
under the user's UIC
3. DBRPTEST--Lists the contents of the Estimated Sta-
tistics File and produces two formatted reports in
ESTI.RPT and EST2.RPT under the user's UIC
4. DBRPTHDR--Lists the contents of the Phase Dates
File and produces a formatted report in HDR.RPT
under the user's UIC
5. DBRPTSTS--Lists the contents of the Pile Name and
Status File and produces a formatted report in
STAT.RPT under the user's UIC
DATATRIEVE is a DEC-supplied, file-access program allowing
formatted listings to be made of the record contents of any
Record Management System (RMS) indexed file. DATATRIEVE
should be used to verify exactly what data exist in the data
base. To execute these procedures, the user enters DTR. A
prompt of "DTR>" is displayed to indicate that DATATRIEVE
is running. The user nan then enter the indirect file name
for the desired listings: @[204p4]DBRPTDIR.DTR I @1204,41
DBRPTENC.DTR, @[204v4)DBRPTEST.DTR l @(204,4)DBRPTHDR.DTR, or
@(204,4]DBRPTSTS.DTR. For more information on how to use
DATATRIEVE, see Reference 7.
3.3 FORM COUNTER (NF)
This form-counting program produces a one-page report of the
number of each type of form on the data base for each pro-
grammer for a particular project. Indirect files are al-
lowed in response to the prompt for a project name.
3.4 RECORD COUNTER (RPSTSCTR)
This record-counting program produces a single-page report
of the number of all records in all file types for all proj-
ects. Note that for some file types, the number of records
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equals the number of forms and that for other file types
they are not equal.
3.5 HOUR AND FORM COUNTER BY WEEK (WK)
This program produces a one- to two-page report of the num-
ber of forms or the number of hours or runs by programmer by
week for a specific project. Indirect files are allowed.
3.6 GENERALIZED RESPONSE ACCUMULATOR (PF)
This is a basic profile program that currently reports on
four file types: the CIF, the CRF File, the CSF File, and
the RAF File. This program reports the counts of the re-
sponses of each field broken down by another field count.
Indirect files are allowed.
3.7 RESOURCE UTILIZATION REPORT (RU)
The resource utilization report program produces a three-
page report of manpower and computer resource data of p
given project. There are two sections to the report. The
first is a summary of programmer, manager, and services
hours brokd:i down by the five middle phases on the Phase
Dates File. The second section shows run, change, and line
counts.
This program obtains the resource data first from the RSF
File and then from the CSR File.
3.8 DETAILED COMPONENT STATUS REPORT (CS)
This program produces a report of the data on a specific
project's CSR File. The report prints separate sections for
each programmer on the project. Each section has two parts:
the activity section, which is a summary of OTHER hours, and
the component section, which lists the hours spent on each
component.
3.9 COMPONENT INFORMATION FILE REPORTS (REP4, REPS)
Two similar report programs produce detailed reports of the
Cu. The first, REPS, produces a list of components and
their associated Halstead parameters computed from the basic
data on each CIF record. (For more information on Halstead's
measures, see Reference 4.) The second report, REP4, pro-
duces a similar list of components and associated data by
type of software and sorted by number of executable state-
ments.
The type of software categories used in REP4 are listed be-
low:
Code	 Type
A	 I/O (input/output)
B	 Control/driver
BA	 Control/driver with I/O
C	 Control/computational
CA	 Control/computational with I/O
D	 Algorithmic/data transfer
DA	 Algorithmic/data transfer with I/O
E	 Block data
3.10 POTENTIAL PROBLEMP
This subsection contains some notes on situations that may
prevent further processing.
1.	 If an unfamiliar abnormal end (ABEND) of execution
occurs while running a program, the complete error message
should be recorded and brought to the attention of program-
ming personnel or the data base administrator. An ABEND may
lock files, which means that those files are inaccessible
and the program may not be run again until the files are
unlocked.
2. To unlock a locked file, the user must either log
on with the UIC of the owner of the file or use the main
console (privileged UIC) and enter "PIP file,ext/UN".
3. If the VT100 keyboard locks for any reason (nothing
can be entered), the SET-UP key should be pressed twice to
unlock it.
4. If a user program continues to run beyo,id its de-
sired use, it can be terminated or stopped by entering "ABO
TTn" (ABORT), where n is the terminal number. If it is an
installed program such as DTR or FOR, it can be terminated
by entering "M30 nam", where nam is the three-letter name of
the program. If new output continues to be displayed on the
screen, CONTROL C should be entered before trying to ter-
minate.
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APPENDIX A - DATA BASE FILE FORMATS
This appendix describes, fn detail, field definitions for
all files in the data base.
Record Name or
Section Page Length Extension File Description
A.1 A-2 60 ENCODE.HDR Encoding Dictionary
A.2 A-3 120 EST.HDR Estimated Statistics
A.3 A-5 52 STAT.HDR File Name and Status
A.4 A-6 112 HEADER.HDR Phase Dates
A.5 A-8 Variable SEF.HDR Subjective Evaluations
A.6 A-48 100 DIR.HDR Subjective Eval,uaeions
Directory
A.7 A-49 72 ATM attitude Maintenance
Change Report
A:8 A-51 101 CRF Change Report Form
A.9 A-55 79 CSR Component Status Report
A.10 A-56 250 CSF Comporiedt Summary Form
A.11 A-61 0 GPS General Project Summary
A012 A-62 115 RSF Resource Summary Form
R.13 A-63 53 RAF Run Analysis Form
A.14 A-65 67 ACC Accounting Information
A.15 A-67 104 CMT Comment
A.16 A-68 80 CIF Component Information
A.17 A-70 29 HIS Growth History
A.18 A-71 78 ALL.SAP Source Analyzes Pro-
gram output (for all
projects)
A.19 A-72 - - Transaction	 (different
record length for each
file)
The seven Transaction Files are located on DBO:(204,1].
Component codes are defined in the CIF.
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A.1 ENCODING DICTIONARY (ENC) FILE.
Item Location Format Description	 _.
1 1-3 I3 Code type
Numeric code identi-
fying the category
2 4-8 A5 Code
Alphanumeric code
identifying a par-
ticular value
3 9-16 AS Abbreviation
(e,g., JCLERROR)
4 17-63 44A1 Verbal description of
code
Primary key:	 Code type and code (bytes 1 through 8)
Secondary key:	 Code type and abbreviation (bytes 1 through 3
and 9 through 16, split key)
B
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A-2
A.2 ESTIMATED STATISTICS (EST)	 FILE
Item Location Format Description
1 1-8 8A1 Project name
(e.g., MAGBIAS)
2 9-10 I2 Project code from ENCODE.HDR
3 11-14 I4 Number of components
4 15-18 14 Total number of modules
5 19-22 I4 Number of new modules
6 23-26 14 Number of modified modules
7 27-32 I6 Number of computer runs
8 33-38 I6 Number of source code changes
9 39-44 I6 Number of pages of documen-
tation
10 45-50 I6 Total number of lines of code
11 51-56 I6 Number of new lines of code
12 57-62 I6 Number if modified lines of
code
13 63-68 I6 Total number of executable
statements
14 69-74 I6 Number of new executable
statements
15 75-80 I6 Number of modified execut-
able statements
16 81-86 F6.1 Programmer work hours (in
tenths)
17 87-92 F6.1 Management work hours
	 (in
tenths)
18 93-98 F6.1 Other	 (services) work hours
(in tenths)
19 99-104 F6.1 IBM S/360-95 computer hours
(in tenths)
20 105-110 F6.1 IBM S/360-75 computer hours
(in tenths)
21 111-116 F6.1 Other computer hours 	 (in
tenths)
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Iteo III Loo atltin	 For Ina t Description
117 zl Status flag:
unchocked
2, hang checked
3, verified by application
118 Al Active flag;
- Y,	 30tive
w N,	 inactive
. blank, no responso
4 119 11 Project category:
i 1, attitude oriented
orbit oriented
.	 3,	 scientific. oriented
4, data tease oriented
• 5,	 tool
$,	 real time
7, other
blank, no response
5 1 Al p art,
Primary key: Project code (bytes 9 through 10)
.	 Secondary key: Project name	 (bytes 1 through d)
A-d
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A.3
	 FILS NAME AND STATUS
	 (STS) FILE
Item	 Loc-ition Fermat Description
1 1-2 12 Project code from E:NCODE.HDR
2 3-4 12 File erode from ENCODE.HDR
3 5-24 25A1 File: name	 (fully qualified)(e.g.,	 DB1:12104.1)SMA.RSF)
4 30-35 16 11reation date of	 file( YYMMDD)
5 36-41 If Last backup date of file(YYMMDD)
6 42-47 16 Last update date of file
(YYMMDD)
7 48-52 15 Number of records in file
Primary key: Pry iect code and file code	 (bytes 1
through 4)
secondary key: Project	 :ode (bytes 1 and 2)
Tertiary key: File code (bytes 3 and 4)
• Quaternary key: File name (bytes 5 +through 29)
A- r,
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A.4 PHASE DATES FILE (HDR
Item Location Format
1 1-8 8Al
2 9-10 I2
3 11-12 12
4	 13-14	 I2
Description
Project name
(e.g., MAGBIAS)
Project code from ENCODE.HDR
Development computer from
ENCODE.HDR:
1, IBM S/360
2, DEC PDP-11/70
• blank, no response
Target computer from
ENCODE.HDR:
1, IBM S/360
s 2, DEC PDP-11/70
= blank, no response
Extent of alien computer use
PHASE DATES
Requirements start
(YYMMDD)
Requirements end (YYMMDD)
Design start (YYMMDD)
Design end (YYMMDD)
Code and test start
(YYMMDD)
Code and test end (YYMMDD)
System test start (YYMMDD)
System test end (YYMMDD)
Acceptance test start
(YYMMDD)
Acceptance test end
( YYMMDD)
Cleanup start (YYMMDD)
Cleanup end (YYMMDD)
Maintenance start (YYMMDD)
Maintenance end (YYMMDD)
Spares
5 15 I1
6
7 16-21 I6
8 22-27 I6
9 28-33 I6
10 34-39 16
11 40-45 16
12 46-51 I6
13 52-57 I6
14 58-63 I6
15 64-69 I6
16 70-75 I6
17 76-81 I6
18 82-87 I6
19 88-93 I6
20 94-99 I6
21 100-111 Al2
A-6
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Item	 Location	 Format
22	 112	 Il	 Stat
n 1,
s 2,
= 3,
Primary key:	 Project code (bytes 9
Secondary key: Project name (bytes 1
Description
as flag:
unchecked
hand checked
verified by application
and 10)
through 8)
8070
A-7
F8070
x
A.5 SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS FILE (SEF)
Each projt^t has seven records of varying length as
described below.
A.5.1 SEF RECORD 1
Item Location Format Description
1 1-2 I2 Project code from ENCODE.HDR
2 3 I1 Record sequence number
3 4 11 Status flag for the
Practices and Techniques
(MT)	 measure:
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3, verified by application
4 5 I1 Evaluation code for the MT
measure
ORGANIZATION
5 6-7 F2.1 Chief programmer
6 8-9 F2.1 Not defined
•DESIGN
7 10-11 F2.1 Walkthroughs
8 12-13 F2.1 Formal reviews
9 14-15 F2.1 Formalisms
10 16-17 F2.1 Tree charts
11 18-19 F2.1 Program Design Language
(PDL)
12 20-21 F2.1 Hierarchical Input Proc-
essing Output	 (HIPO)
13 22-23 F2.1 Top-down
14 24-25 F2.1 Iterative enhancement
15 26-27 F2.1 N-squared charts
16 28-29 F2.1 Not defined
17 30-31, F2.1 Not defined
18 32-33 F2.1 Not defined
Item Location Format
19 34-35 F2.1
20 36-37 F2.1
21 38-39 F2.1
22 40-41 F2.1
23 42-43 F2.1
24 44-45 F2.1
25 46-47 F2.1
26 48-49 F2.1
27 50-51 F2.1
28 52-53 F2.1
29 54- 55 F2.1
30 56-57 F2.1
31 58-59 F2.1
32 60-61 F2.1
33 62-63 F2.1
34 64-65 F2.1
35 66-68 F3.1
36 69-71 F3.1
37 72-74 F3.1
38 75-78 F4.1
39 79 I1
40 80 I1
41 81-82 F2.1
42 83-84 F2.1
43 85-86 F2.1
Description
CODE
Stubs
Top-down
Structured
Walkthroughs
Reading
Configuration control
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
TEST
°orma1ism
Followthrough
Batch
IV & V presence
IV & V use
Not defined
Not defined
SUMS
Items 7 through 14
Items 19 through 24
Items 28 through 32
Items 35 through 37 and
item 5
Status flag for the Tools
(TS) measure:
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3, verified by application
Evaluation code for the TS
measure
Formal training in
methodology
Informal training
Methodology reinforcement
A-9
8070
Item Location Format Description
44 87-88 F2.1 Requirements language
(MEDL-R)
45 89-90 F2.1 Design language (PDL)
46 91-92 F2.1 Precompiler	 (SFORT)
47 93-94 F2.1 Software aids	 (e.g.,	 XREF,
MAP,	 LIST)
48 95-96 F2.1 Librarian
49 97-98 F2.1 Data generators
50 99-100 F2.1 Terminals	 (TSO)
51 101-102 F2.1 Remote Job Processing 	 (RJP)
52 103-104 F2.1 Configuration Analysis Tool
(CAT)
53 105-106 F2.1 Not defined
54 107-108 F2.1 Not defined
55 109-110 F2.1 Not defined
56 111-113 F3.1 sum items 41 through 52
57 114 Il Status flag for the Docu-
mentation	 (DC) measure:
1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3, verified by application
58 115 I1 Evaluation ccde for the DC
measure
59 116-117 F2.1 SEL forms
60 118-119 F2.1 Design document
61 120-121 F2.1 Design decisions
62 122-123 F2.1 Semiformal quality assurance
63 124-125 F2.1 Activity notebooks
64 126-127 F2.1 Unit development folders
65 128-129 F2.1 Test plans
66 130-131 F2.1 User's guide/system
description
67 132-133 F2.1 Formal treatment of user's
guide/system description
68 134-135 F2.1 Weekly/monthly progress
reports
A-10
8070
Item Location Format Description
69 136-137 F2.1 Not defined
70 138-139 F2.1 Not defined
71 140-141 F2.1 Not defined
72 142-143 F2.1 Not defined
73 144-145 F2.1 Not defined
sums
74 146-148 F3.1 Items 59 through 68
75 149-152 F4.1 Item 38,	 item 56*500/
600, and item 74
76 153-162 A10 Spares
Primary key:	 Project code and record sequence number
(bytes 1 through 3)
A-11
8070
mom..,	 ;^
4	 5	 I1
6-7
8-9
10-11
12-13
14-15
16-17
18-19
20-21
22-23
24-25
26-27
28-29
30-31
32-33
34-35
F2.1
F2.1
F2.1
F2.1
F2.1
F2.1
F2.1
F2.1
F2.1
F2.1
F2.1
F2.1
F2.1
F2.1
F2.1
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 36-38 F3.1
21 39-41 F3.1
22 42-44 F3.1
23 45-47 F3.1
Description
Project code from ENCODE.HDR
Record sequence number
Status flag for the
Experience with Application
(AP) measures
1, unchecked
2, hand checked
3, verified by application
Evaluation code for the AP
measure
Expert 1
Expert 2
Expert 3
Expert 4
Expert 5
Project manager
Project leader
Programmers
Analysts
Participation in
requirements definition
Participation in design
Team interactions before
project
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
SUMS
Items 5 through 9
Items 10 through 12
Items 14 through 16
Items 5 through 16
A.5.2 SEF RECORD 2
Item	 Location	 format
1	 1-2
	 22
2	 3	 11
3	 4	 I1
a
8070
A-12
FItem Location Format Description
24 48 I1 Status flag for the
Effectiveness of Management
(MG) measures
n 1 1 unchecked
n 2, hand checked
= 3, verified by application
25 49 I1 Evaluation code for the MG
measure
PRELIMINARY DESIGN
26 50-51 F2.1 Project manager
`	 27 52-53 F2.1 Project leader
28 54-55 F2.1 Analysis manager
29 56-57 F2.1 Analysis leader
30 58-59 F2.1 Development manager
31 60-61 F2.1 Development leader
DETAILED DESIGN
32 62-63 F2.1 Project manager
33 64-65 F2.1 Project leader
34 66-67 F2.1 Analysis manager
35 68-69 F2.1 Analysis leader
36 70-71 F2.1 Development manager
37 72-73 F2.1 Development leader
IMPLEMENTATION
38 74-75 F2.1 Project manager
39 76-77 F2.1 Project leader
40 78-79 F2.1 Analysis manager
41 80-81 F2.1 Analysis leader
42 82-83 F2.1 Development manager
43 84-85 F2.1 Development leader
SYSTEM TESTING
44 86-87 F2.1 Project manager
45 88-89 F2.1 Project leader
46 90-91 F2.1 Analysis manager
47 92-93 F2.1 Analysis leader
A-13
8070
P gar
3u
__
Iten Location Format
48 94-95 F2.1
49 96-97 F2.1
50 98-95 F2.1
51 100-101 F2.1
52 102-103 F2.1
53 104-105 F2.1
54 106-107 F12.1
55 108-109 F2.1
56 110-111 F2.1
57 112-113 F2.1
58 114-115 F2.1
59 116-117 F2.1
$;0 118-119 F2.1
61 120-122 F3.1
67 123-•125 F3.1
63 126-128 F3.1
64 129-131 F3.1
65 132-134 F3.1
66 135-137 F3.1
67 138-140 F3.1
68 141-143 F3.1
69 144-146 F3.1
70 147-1,49 F3.1
71 150-152 F3.1
72 153-155 F3.1
73 156-159 F4.1
74 160 I1
Description
Development manager
'	 Development leader
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
Project manager
Project leader
Analysis manager
Analysis leader
Development manager
Development leader
STABILITY
Project manager
Project leader
Analysis manager
Analysis leader
Other changes
SUMS
Items 26 through 31
Items 32 through 37
Items 38 through 43
Items 44 through 49
Items 50 through 55
Items 56 through 60
Items 26,
	
32,	 38,	 44, 50
Items	 27,	 33,	 39,	 45, 51
Items 28,	 34,	 40,	 46, 52
Items	 29,	 35,	 41 0	47, 53
Items	 30 1	36 1	42,	 48, 54
Items 31,	 37,	 43,	 49, 55
Items 26 through 60
Status flag for the
Performance of Team (PF)
measure:
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3, verified by application
A-14
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Item	 Location	 Format
75	 161	 I1
76	 162-164	 F3.2
77	 165-167	 F3.2
I
f	 78	 168-170	 F3.2
79	 171-173	 F3.2
80 174-176 F3.2
81 177-179 F3.2
82 180-182 F3.2
83 183-185 F3.2
84 186-188 F3.2
85 189-191 F3.2
86 192-194 `3.2
87	 195-197	 F3.2
88	 198-200	 F3.2
89	 201-203	 F3.2
90 204-206 F3.2
91 207-209 F3.2
92 210-212 F3.2
Description
Evaluation code for the PF
measure
DOSign - programmers
DESIGN - TECHNICAL STAFF
Programmers and project
managers
Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
Programmers and develop-
ment managers
DESIGN - DEVELOPMENT MAN-
AGEMENT
Project
Pro j ect and analysis
Dev lopment
DESIGN - INTERFACE MANAGE-
MENT
Analysis
Development
Design - not defined
Implementation - programmers
IMPLEMENTATION - TECHNICAL
STAFF
Programmers and project
managers
Programmers, project man-
agers and analysis man-
agers
Programmers and develop-
ment managers
IMPLEMENTATION - DEVELOP-
MENT MANAGEMENT
Project
Project and analysis
DeveI ._3 pine nt
A-15
8070
Item Location Format description
IMPLEMENTATION - INTERFACE
MANAGEMENT	 m^
93 213-215 F3.2 Analysis
94 216-218 F3.2 Development
95 219-221 F3.2 Implementation - not defined
96 222-224 F3.2 Test - programmers
TEST - TECHNICAL STAFF	 3
97 225-227 F3.2 Programmers and project
managers	 «M
98 228-230• F3.2 Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
s	 99 271-233 F3.2 Programmers and develop- 	 j
ment managers
TEST - DEVELOPMENT MANAGE-
MENT
100 234-236 x+'3.2 Project
101 •237-239 F3.2 Project and analysis
102 240-242 F3.2 Development
TEST - INTERFACE MANAGEMENT
103 243-245 F3.2 Analysis
104 246-248 F3.2 Development
105 249-251 F3.2 Test - not defined
e	 106 252-254 F3.2 Overall - programmers
OVERALL - TECHNICAL STAFF
107 255- 257 F3.2 Programmers and project
managers
108 258-260 F3.2 Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
109 261- 263 F3.2 Programmers and develop-
ment managers
OVERALL - DEVELOPMENT MAN-
AGEMENT
110 264-266 F3.2 Project
111 267 -269 F3 . 2 Project and analysis
A-16
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Item Location Format Description
112 270-272 F3.2 Development
OVERALL - INTERFACE MANAGE-
MENT
113 273-275 F3.2 Analysis
114 276-278 F3.2 Development
115 279-281 F3.2 Overall - not defined
SUMS
116 282-285 F4.1 Items 23,	 61,	 62, and
item 76*600/300
117 286-289 F4.1 Items 23,	 61,	 62, and
I item 77*600/309
p	 118 290-293 F4.1 Items 23,
	
61,	 61, and
r
item 78*600/314
119 294-297 F4.1 Item 23,
	
item 63*2, and
item 86*600/300
120 298-301 F4.1 Item 23, item 63*2, and
item 87*600/309
121 302-305 F4.1 Item 23,	 item 63*2, and
•' item 88*600/314
122 306-309 F4.1 Items 23,	 64,	 65, and
item 96*600/300
123 310-313 F4.1 Items 23,
	
64,	 65, and
item 97*600/309
124 314-317 F4.1 Items 23,
	 64,	 65, and
item 98*600/314
125 318-321 F4.1 Item 23,
	
item 73*600/
1750, and item 106*600/300
126 322-325 F4.1 Item 23,	 item 73*600/
1750, and item 107*600/309
127 326-329 F4.1 Item 23,
	
item 73*600/
1750,	 and item 108*600/314
128 330-339 A10 Spares
Primary key: Project code and record sequence number
(bytes 1 through 3)
A-17
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A.5.3 5EF RECORD 3
Item Location Format Description
1 1-2 I2 Project code from ENCODE.HDR
2 3 I1 Record sequence number
3 4 I1 Status flag for the
Complexity of Problem (CP)
measure:
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3, verified by application
4 5 it Evaluation code for the CP
measure
CONSTRAINT
5 6-7 F2.1 Memory
6 8-9 F2.1 Timing
7 10-11 F2.1 Amount of data in step
8 12-13 F2.1 Data base size
9 14-15 F2.1 Number of data sets
COMMUNICATIONS
10 16 -17 F2.1 Number of program•.
11 18-19 F2.1 Number of subsystems
12 20 -21 F2.1 Number of data sets
13 22-23 F2.1 Use of old code
14 24-25 F2.1 New algorithms
15 26-27 F2.1 Schedule
16 28-29 F2.1 Not defined
17 30-31 F2.1 Not defined
18 32 -33 F2.1 Not defined
19 34-35 F2.1 Not defined
SUMS
20 36-38 F3.1 Items 5 and 6
21 39-41 F3.1 Items 7 through 9
22 42 -44 F3.1 Items 10 through 12
23 45-47 F3.1 Items 13 through 15
A-18
8070
Item Location Format Description
24 48-50 F3.1 Items 5 through 15
25 51 I1 Status flag for the
Internal Influences on
Project	 (IN)	 measure:
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3, verified by application
26 52 11 Evaluation code for the IN
measure
OVERTIME
27 53-54 F2.1 Weekends
23 55-56 F2.1 Nights
29 57-58 F2.1 Early phases
STAFFING PROBLEMS
30 59-60 F2.1 Design
31 61-62 F2.1 Turnover
32 63-64 F2.1 Early departure	 (accept-
ance testing)
33 65-66 F2.1 Extra help needed
PROJECT MANAGER
34 67-68 F2.1 At start
35 69-70 F2.1 Turnover
36 71-72 F2.1 At end
37 73-74 F2.1 Team attitude
38 75-76 F2.1 Project leader turnover
39 77-78 F2.1 Number of project
managers/leaders
40 79 -80 F2.1 Not defined
41 81-82 F2.1 Not defined
SUMS
42 83-85 F3.1 Items 27 through 29
43 86-88 F3.1 Items 30 through 33
44 89-91 F3.1 Items 34 through 36,
	
38,
and 39
45 92-94 F3.1 Items 27 through 39
A-19
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Item	 Location	 Format
46	 95	 11
47	 910	 11
48 97-98 F2.1
49 99-100 F2.1
50 101-102 F2.1
51 103-104 F2.1
52 105-106 F2.1
53 107-108 F2.1
54 109-110 F2.1
55 111-112 F2.1
56 113-114 F2.1
57 115-116 F2.1
58 117-118 F2.1
59 119-120 F2.1
60 121-122 F2.1
61 123-124 F2.1
62 125-126 F2.1
63 127-128 F2.1
64 129-130 F2.1
65 131-132 F2.1
66 133-134 F2.1
67 135-136 F2.1
Descriotion
Status flag for the
External Influences on
Project (EX) measure:
n 1, unchecked
2, hand checked
s 3, verified by application
Evaluation code for the EX
measure
REQUIREMENTS
Changes
Completeness
SUPPORT
Analysis
Mis^Aon project
Development manager
Development leader
OUTSIDE DEVELOPMENT
Number of subsystems
Frontend processors
Ontime delivery
SIMULATOR
Availability
Correctness
Data support
ANALYSIS LEADER
At start
Turnover
At end
Number of analysis leaders/
managers
SUPPORT
Software
Hardware
Not defined
Not defined
A-20
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Fy
Item Location Vor_ma_t Description
SUMS
68 137-139 F3.1 Items 48 and 49
69 140-142 F3.1 Items 50 through 53
70 143-145 F3.1 Items 54 through 56
71 146-148 F3.1 Items 57 through 59
72 149-151 F3.1 Items 60 through 63
73 152-154 F3.1 Items 64 and 65
74 155-157 F3.1 Items 48 through 65
75 158-161 F4.1 Item 24*650/550,	 item 45,
and item 74*650/900
76 162-171 A10 Spares
I
Primary key:	 Project code and record sequence number
(bytes 1 through 3)
A-21
8070
A. 5.4 SEF RECORD 4
Item	 Location	 Format
1	 1-2	 12
2	 3	 I1
3	 4	 11
4	 5	 I1
5 6-7 F2.1
6 8-9 F2.1
7 10-11 F2.1
8 12-13 F2.1
9 14-15 F2.1
10 16-17 F2.1
11 18-19 F2.1
12 20-21 F2.1
13 22 -23 F2.1
14 24-25 F2.1
15 26-27 F2.1
16 28-29 F2.1
17 30-31 F2.1
18 32-33 F2.1
19 34-35 F2.1
20 36-37 F2.1
21 38-39 F2.1
22 40-41 F2.1
A-22
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Description
Project code from ENCODE.HDR
Record sequence number
Status flag for the
Resources Available (RA)
measure:
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3, verified by application
Evaluation code for the RA
measure
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Formal training
Informal training
Documentation
SUPPORT SOFTWARE
Instruction
Maintenance
Simulator
COMPUTER SUPPORT
Model 75
Model 95
Other model
RJP
TSO
OPS
Space
Graphic device
Not defined
PERSONNEL
Librarian
Dedicated expert
IV & V team
EItem Location Format
23 42-43 F2.1
24 44-45 F2.1
25 46-48 F3.1
26 49-51 F3.1
27 52-54 F3.1
28 55-57 F3.1
29 58-60 F3.1
30 61 I1
31 62 11
32 63-64 F2.1
33 65-66 F2.1
34 67-68 F2.1
35 69-70 F2.1
36 71-72 F2.1
37 73-74 F2.1
38 75-76 F2.1
39 77-78 F2.1
40 79-80 F2.1
41 81-82 F2.1
42 83-84 F2.1
43 85-86 F2.1
44 87-88 F2.1
45 89-90 F2.1
46 91-92 F2.1
Description
Not defied
Not defined
SUMS
Items 5 through 7
Items 8 through 10
Items 11 through 18
Items 20 through 22
Items 25 through 28
Status flag for the
Software Product (PR)
measure:
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3, verified by application
Evaluation code for the PR
measure
Cost of^ project
Timeliness of completion
Confidence in product
SIZE
New software
Extensively modified soft-
ware
Slightly modified software
Old software
Readable
Reliable documentation
COMPTATENESS
Design
Code
Testing
MEET REQUIREMENTS
Processing
Memory
Not defined
A-23
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Item Location Format
47 93-94 F2.1
48 95-96 F2.1
49 97-98 F2.1
50 99-100 F2.1
51 101-102 F2.1
52 103-105 F3.1
53 106-108 F3.1
54 109-111 F3.1
55 112-114 F3.1
55 115 I1
5.7 116 I1
58 117-118 F2.1
59 119-120 F2.1
60 121-122 F2.1
61 123-124 F2.1
62 125-126 F2.1
63 127-128 F2.1
64 129-130 F2.1
65 131-132 F2.1
66 133-134 F2.1
67 135-136 F2.1
68 137-138 F2.1
69 139-140 F2.1
70 141-142 F2.1
71 143-144 F2.1
Description
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
SUMS
Items 35 through 38
Items 41 through 43
Items 44 and 45
Items 32 through 45
Status flag for the
Product/Process Performance
(PP) measure:
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3, verified by application
Evaluation code for the PP
measure
PRODUCT
Reliability
Performance
Operational considerations
Ease of testing
Not defined
Not defined
PROCESS
Visibility
Planning and followthrough
Stable schedule
Stable with perturbations
Timeliness of records
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
A-24
i= Location Format Description_,
72 145-146 F2.1 Not defined
sums
73 147-149 F3.1 Items 58 through 61
74 150-152 F3.1 Items 64 through 68
75 153-155 F3.1 Items 73 and 74
76 156-165 A10 Spares
Primary key:	 Project code and record sequence number
(bytes 1 through 3)
A-25
8070
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A.5.5 SEF RECORD 5
Item	 Location	 Format
1	 1-2	 12
2	 3	 11
3	 4	 Il
4	 5	 I1
5	 6-8	 F3.1
6	 9-11	 F3.1
7	 12-14	 F3.1
8	 15-17	 F3.1
9 18-20 F3.1
10 21-23 F3.1
11 24-26 F3.1
12 27-29 F3.1
13 30-32 F3.1
14 33-35 F3.1
15 36-38 F3.1
16	 39-41	 F3.1
17	 42-44	 F3.1
Description
Project code from ENCODE.HDR
Record sequence number
Status flag for the Team
Rank (RK) at*asures
1, unchecked
2, hand checked
3, verified by application
Evaluation code for the RK
measure
Design - programmers
DESIGN - TECHNICAL STAFF
Programmers and project
managers
Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
Programmers and develop=
ment managers
DESIGN - DEVELOPMENT MANAGE-
MENT
Project
Project and analysis
Development
DESIGN - INTERFACE MANAGE-
MENT
Analysis
Development
Design - not defined
Implementation - programmers
IMPLEMENTATION - TECHNICAL
STAFF
Programmers and project
managers
Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
A-26
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Item Loci Format
18 45-47 F3.1
19 48-50 F3.1
20 51-53 F3.1
21 54-56 F3.1
22 57-59 F3.1
23 60-62 F3.1
24 63-65 F3.1
25 66-68 F3.1
26 69-71 F3.1
27 72-74 F3.1
28 75-77 F3.1
29 78-80 F3.1
30 81-83 F3.1
31 84-86 F3.1
32 87-89 F3.1
33 90-92 F3.1
34 93--95 g3.1
35 96-98 F3.1
36 99-101 F3.1
37 102-104 F3.1
Descriction
Programmers and develop-
ment managers
IMPLEMENTATION - DEVELOPMENT
MANAGEMENT
Project
Project and analysis
Development
IMPLEMENTATION - INTERFACE
MANAGEMENT
Analysis
Development
implementation - not defined
Test - programmers
TEST - TECHNICAL STAFF
Programmers and project
managers
Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
Programmers and develop-
ment managers
TEST - DEVELOPMENT MANAGE-
MENT
Project
Project and analysis
Development
TEST - INTERFACE MANAGEMENT
Analysis
Development
Test - not defined
Overall - programmers
OVERALL - TECHNICAL STAFF
Programmers and project
managers
Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
A-27
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Item Location Format Description
38 105-107 F3.1 Programmers and develop-
went managers
OVERALL - DEVELOPMENT MAN-
AGEMENT
39 108-110 F3.1 Project
40 111-113 F3.1 Project and analysis
41 114-116 F3.1 Development
OVERALL - INTERFACE MANAGE-
MENT
42 117-119 F3.1 Analysis	 ;
43 12'^-122 F3.1 Development
44 123-125 F3.1 Overall - not defined
45 12w Il Status flag for the Years
of Professional Experience
(YP)	 measure:
- 1, unchecked
- 2, hand checked
• - 3, verified by application
46 127 I1 Evaluation code for the YP
measure
47 128-130 F3.1 Design - programmers
DESIGN - TECHNICAL STAFF
48 131-133 F3.1 Programmers and project
managers
49 134-136 F3.1 Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
50 137-139 F3.1 Programmers and develop-
ment managers
DESIGN - DEVELOPMENT MANAGE-
MENT
51 140-142 F3.1 Project
52 143-145 F3.1 Project and analysis
53 146-148 F3.1 Development
DEaSIGN - INTERFACE MANAGE-
MENT
54 149-151 F3.1 Analysis
A-28
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Item Location
 Format
55 152-154 F3.1
56 155-157 F3.1
57 158-160 F3.1
58 161-163 F3.1
59 164-166 F3.1
60 167-169 F3.1
61 170-172 F3.1
62 173-175 F3.1
63 176-178 F3.1
64 179-181 F3.1
65 182-184 F3.1
66 185-187 F3.1
67 188-190 F3.1
68 191-193 F3.1
69 194-196 F3.1
70 197-199 F3.1
71 200-202 F3.1
72 203-205 F3.1
73 206-208 F3.1
Description
Development
Design - Not defined
Implementation - programmers
IMPLEMENTATION - TECHNICAL
STAFFF
Programmers and project
managers
Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
Programmers and,develop-
ment managers
IMPLEMENTATION - DEVELOPMENT
MANAGEMENT
Project
Project and analysis
Development
IMPLEMENTATION - INTERFACE
MANAGEMENT
Analysis
Development
Implementation - not defined
Test - programmers
TEST - TECHNICAL STAFF
Programmers and project
managers
Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
Programmers and develop-
ment managers
TEST - DEVELOPMENT MANAGE-
MENT
Project
Project and analysis
Development
A-29
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Item Location Format Description
INTERFACE MANAGEMENT
74 209-211 F3.1 Analysis
75 212-214 F3.1 Development
76 215-217 F3.1 Test - not defined
77 218-220 F3.1 Overall - programmers
OVERALL - TECHNICAL STAFF
78 221-223 F3.1 Programmers and project
managers
79 224-226 F3.1 Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
80 227-229 F3.1 Programmers and develop-
ment managers
OVERALL - DEVELOPMENT MAN-
AGEMENT
81 230-232 F3.1 Project
82 233-235 F3.1 Project and analysis
83 236-238 F3.1 Development
OVERALL - INTERFACE MANAGE-
MENT
84 239-241 F3.1 Analysis
85 242-244 F3.1 Development
86 245-247 F3.1 Overall - not defined
87 248 I1 Status flag for the Years
of Applicable Experience
(YA) measure:
- 1, unchecked
- 2 1 hand checked
- 3, verified by application
88 249 I1 Evaluation code for the YA
measure
89 250-252 F3.1 Design - programmers
DESIGN - TECHNICAL STAFF
90 253-255 F3.1 Programmers and project
managers
91 256-258 F3.1 Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
A-30
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Item	 Location	 Format
92	 259-261	 F3.1
100 283-285 F3.1
101 286-288 F3.1
102 289-291 F3.1
103 292-294 F3.1
104 295-297 F3.1
105 298-300 F3.1
106 301-303 F3.1
107 304-306 F3.1
108 307-309 F3.1
109 310-312 F3.1
110 313-315 F3.1
Description
Programmers and develop-
ment managers
DESIGN - DEVELOPMENT MANAGE-
MENT
Projoc`
Project and analysis
Development
DESIGN - INTERFACE MANAGE-
MENT
Analysis
Development
Design - not defined
Implementation - programmers
IMPLEMENTATION - TECHNICAL
STAFF
Programmers and project
managers
Programmers; project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
Programmers and develop-
ment manager.
IMPLEMENTATION - DEVELOPMENT
MANAGEMENT
Project
Project and analysis
Development
IMPLEMENTATION - INTERFACE
MANAGEMENT
Analysis
Development
Implementation - not defined
Test - programmers
TEST - TECHNICAL STAFF
Programmers and project
managers
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93 262-264 F3.1
94 265-267 F3.1
95 268-270 F3.1
96 271-273 F3.1
97 274-276 F3.1
98 277-279 F3.1
99 280-282 F3.1
Item Location Forma
111 316-318 F3.1
112 319-321 F3.1
113 322-324 F3.1
114 325-327 F3.1
115 328-330 F3.1
116 331-333 F3.1
117 334-336 F3.1
118 337-339 F3.1
119 340-342 F3.1
120 343-345 F3.1
121 346-348 F3.1
122 349-351 F3.1
123 352-354 F3.1
124 355-357 F3.1
125 358-360 F3.1
126 361-363 F3.1
127 364-366 F3.1
128 367-369 F3.1
129 370 Il
t	 Description
Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
Programmers and develop-
ment managers
TEST - DEVELOPMENT MANAGE-
MENT
Project
Project and analysis
Development
TEST - INTERFACE MANAGEMENT
Analysis
Development
Test - not defined
Overall - programmers
OVERALL - TECHNICAL STAFF
Programmers an& project
managers
Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
Programmers and develop-
ment managers
OVERALL - DEVELOPMENT MAN-
AGEMENT
Project
Project and analysis
Development
OVERALL - INTERFACE MANAGE-
MENT
Analysis
Development
Overall - not defined
Status flag for the Years
of Environment Experience
(YE) measure:
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3, veritied by application
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Item Location Format Description
130 371 I1 Evaluation code for the YE
measure
131 372-374 F3.1 Design - programmers
DESIGN - TECHNICAL STAFF
132 375-377 F3.1 Programmers and project
managers
133 378-380 F3.1 Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
134 381-383 F3.1 Programmers and develop-
ment managers
DESIGN - DEVELOPMENT MANAGE-
MENT
135 384-386 F3.1 Project
136 387-389 F3.1 Project and analysis
137 390-392 F3.1 Development
DESIGN - INTERFACE MANAGE-
MENT
138 393-395 F3.1 Analysis
139 396-398 F3.1 Development
140 399-401 F3.1 Design - not defined
141 402-404 F3.1 Implementation - programmers
IMPLEMENTATION - TECHNICAL
STAFF
142 4C5-407 F3.1 Programmers and project
managers
143 408-410 F3.1 Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
144 411-413 F3.1 Programmers and develop-
ment .managers
IMPLEMENTATION - DEVELOPMENT
MANAGEMENT
145 414-416 F3.1 Project
146 417-419 F3.1 Project and analysis
147 420-422 F'3.1 Development
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Item Location Format Description
IMPLEMENTATION - INTERFACE
MANAGEMENT
148 423-425 F3.1 Analysis
149 426-428 F3.1 Develop„tent
150 429-431 F3.1 Implementation - not defined
151 432-434 F3.1 Test - programmers
TEST - TECHNICAL STAFF
152 435-437 F3.1 Programmers and project
managers
153 438-440 F3.1 Programmers, project man-
agers, and analysis man-
agers
154 441-443 F3.1 Programmers and develop-
ment managers
TEST - DEVELOPMENT MANAGE-
MENT
155 444-446 F3.1 Project
156 447-449 F3.1 Project and analysis
157 450-452 F3.1 Development
TEST - INTERFACE MANAGEMENT
158 453-455 F3.1 Analysis
159 456-458 F3.1 Development
160 459-461 F3.1 Test - not defined
161 462-464 F3.1 Overall - programmers
OVERALL - TECHNICAL STAFF
162 465-467 F3.1 Programmers and project
managers
163 468-470 F3.1 Programmers, project man-
agers and analysis man-
agers
164 471-473 F3.1 Programmers and develop-
ment managers
OVERALL - DEVELOPMENT MAN-
AGEMENT
165 474-476 F3 Project
166 477-479 F3.1 Project and analysis
167 480-482 F3.1 Development
E A-34
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Item Location Format Descriptl.on
OVERALL - INTERFACE MANAGE-
MENT
168 483-485 F3.1 Analysis
169 486-488 F3.1 Development
170 489-491 F3.1 Overall - not defined
171 492-501 A10 Spares
Primary key:	 Project code and record sequence number
(bytes 1 through 3)
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A.5.6 SEF RECORD 6
Item	 Location	 Format
1	 1-2	 I2
2	 3	 11
3	 4	 I1
Description
Project code from ENCODE.HDR
Record sequence number
Status flag for the
Walston-Felix Model (WP)
measure:
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3, verified by application
Evaluation code for the WP
measure
Experience with application
Participation in
requirements definition
Percentage of programmers
in design
PROGRAMMERS'
Qualifications
Familiarity with machine
Familiarity with language
Familiarity with graphics
Familiarity with applica-
tion
Degree to which personnel
worked together
Not defined
Customer participation in
requirements definition
Customer interface
Customer-originated design
changes
Application processing
Program flow
Interprogram communications
External communications
4 5 I1
5 6-7 F2.1
6 8-9 F2.1
7 10-11 F2.0
8 12-13 F2.1
9 14-15 F2.1
10 16-17 F2.1
11 18-19 F2.1
12 20-21 F2.1
13 22-23 F2.1
14 24-25 F2.1
15 26-27 F2.1
16 28-29 F2.1
17 30-31 F2.1
18 32-33 F2.1
19 34-35 F2.1
20 36-37 F2.1
21 38-39 F2.1
A-36
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4Item Location Format
22 40-41 F2.1
23 42-43 F2.1
24 44-45 F2.1
25 46-47 F2.1
26 48-49 F2.1
27 50-51 F2.0
28 52-53 F2.1
29 54-55 F2.1
30 56-57 F2.1
31 58-59 F2.1
32 60-61 F2.1
33 62-63 F2.1
34 64-65 F2.1
r	 35 66-68 F3.1
36 69-71 F3.1
37 72-74 F3.1
38
R
75-77 F3.1
39 78-80 F3.1
40 81-83 F3.1
41 84-86 F3.1
42 87-89 F3.1
43 90-92 F3.1
44 93-95 F3.1
45 96-98 F3.1
46 99-101 F3.1
47 102-104 F3.1
48 105-107 F3.1
Description
Data base structure
Percentage of code,
real-time or graphics
Storage constraint
Timing constraint
I/O constraint
Items in data base
Hardware under development
Unclassified
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
PERCENTAGE OF DEVELOPMENT
On IBM S/360-95
On IBM S/360-75
At STL
Percentage of programmers
in design
Percentage of previous
personnel interactions
PERCENTAGE OF ENVIRONMENT
Closed
Open with respect
Open
RJE
TSO
PERCENTAGE OF CODE
Structured
Read
Developed top-down
Via chief programmer
A-37
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Item Location Format
49 108-110 F3.1
50 111-113 F3.1
51 114-116 F3.1
52 117-119 F3.1
53 120-122 F3.1
54 123-125 F3.1
55 126-130 F5.2
56 131-135 F5.2
57 136-138 F3.1
58 139-141 F3.1
59 142-144 F3.0
60 145-147 I3
61 148-150 13
62 151-153 I3
63 154-156 I3
64 157-159 I3
65 160-162 F3.1
66 163-165 F3.1
67 166-168 F3.1
68 169-171 F3.1
69 172-174 F3.1
70 175-177 F3.1
71 178-1?,3 16
72 181-183 I6
73 190-195 I6
74 196-201 I6
Description
PERCENTAGE OF EFFORT
Management
Administration
Programmers
Analysts
Operators
Others
Total staff-months
Total cost in programmer
units (staff-months)
Not defined
Percentage of schedule to
complete acceptance testing
(actual workweeks)
Total weeks to complete
project (workweeks)
Not defined
Not defined	 •
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
PERCENTAGE OF CODE
Nonmathematical and I/O
formatting
Mathematical and compu-
tational
CPU and I/O control
Fallback and recovery
Other
Real-time or graphics
DEVELOPED LINES
Of ALC
Of macros
Of FORTRAN
Total developed lines
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Item Location Format
75 202-207 16
76 208 -213 16
77 214-219 I6
78 220-225 16
79 226-229 I4
80 230-233 I4
81 234-237 I4
82 238-241 14
83 242-245 I4
84 246-249 14
85 250-252 F3.1
86 253-255 F3.1
87 256. I1
88 257 it
89 258-260 F3.1
90 261-263 F3.1
91 264-266 F3.1
92 267-269 F3.1
93 270-272 F3.1
94 273-275 F3.1
95 276-278 F3.1
96 279-281 F3.1
Description
DELIVERED LINES
Of ALC
of macros
Of FORTRAN
Total delivered lines
Items in data base
Pages of documentation
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
sums
Items 5 through 13
Items 15 through 29
Status flag for the
PRICE S3 Model (PS) measure:
- 1 1 unchecked
- 2, hand checked
- 3, verified by application
Evaluation code for the PS
measure
PERCENTAGE OF SCHEDULE
Design phase (from start)
Design activity (from
start)
Coding phase (from design
phase)
Coding activity (from de-
sign phase)
Test phase (from coding
phase)
Test activity (from docu-
mentation phase)
System documentation phase
(from end)
Documentation activity
(from end)
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Item	 Location	 Format
97	 282-285	 F4.3
98 286-288 F3.2
99 289-291 F3.2
100 292-294 F3.2
101 295-297 F3.2
102 298-300 F3.1
103	 301-303	 F3.1
104	 304-306	 F3.1
105	 307-309	 F3.2
106	 310312	 F3.2
107	 313-315	 F3.2
108	 316-318	 F3.2
109	 319-321	 F3.2
110	 322	 Ii
111	 323	 I1
112	 324-326	 F3.2
113
	 327-329	 F3.2
114
	 330-332	 F3.2
Description
Ratio of actual schedule
to 67-week schedule
COMPLEXITY FACTOR
Total
Personnel. only
Product only
External effects only
New design - percentage of
code in wholly new
components
New code - percentage of
code in new and extensively
modified components
New test - percentage of
code in new or modified
components
Application - instruction
mix
Resource - skill mix and
experience for cost
Utility - fraction of
storage and timing capacity
Platform - strictness of
standards, e.g., MIL-Spec
Sum items 98 through 101
Status flag for the COCOMO
Model (CO) measure:
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3, verified by application
Evaluation code for the CO
measure
PRODUCT
Required software relia-
bility
Data base size
Product complexity
A-40
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Item Location
.. 
Fo rmat Description
COMPUTER
115 333-335 F3.2 Execution time constraint
116 336-338 F3.2 Main storage constraint
117 339-341 F3.2 Virtual machine volatility
118 342-344 F3.2 Computer turnaround time
PERSONNEL
119 345-347 F3.2 Analyst capability
120 348-350 F3.2 Applications experience
121 351-353 F3.2 Programmer capability
122 354-356 F3.2 Virtual machine experience
123 357-359 F3.2 Programming language ex-
perience
PROJECT
124 360-362 F3.2 Use of modern programming
practices
125 363-365 F3.2 Use of software tools
126 366-368 F3.2 Required development
schedule
127 369-378 A10 Spares
Primary key:	 Project code and record sequence number
(bytes 1 through 3)
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A.5.7 SEF RECORD 7
Item Location Format Description
1 1-2 I2 Project code from ENCODE.HDR
2 3 Il Record sequence number
3 4 I1 Status flag for the
Miscellaneous (MS) measure:
= 1, unchecked
a 2, hand checked
= 3 8 verified by application
4 5 Il Evaluation code for the MS
measure
PRODUCT
5 6-7 F2.0 Number of programs
6 8-9 F2.0 Number of subsystems
DATA SETS
7 10-11 F2.0 Input
8 12-la F2.0 Input/output
9 14-1-5 F2.0 Output
10 16-17 F2.0 Total
DATA BASE
11 18-21 I4 Input
12 22-25 I4 Input/output
13 26-29 14 Output
14 30-33 14 Total
PROCESSING
15 34-35 F2.0 Number cal	programs
16 36-37 F2.0 Number of subsystems
DATA SETS
17 38-39 F2.0 Input
18 40-41 F2.0 Input/output
19 42-43 F2.0 Output
20 44-45 F2.0 Total
DATA BASE
21 46-49 14 Input
22 50-53 I4 Input/output
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i 1-
Item Location Format
23 54-57 14
24 58-61 I4
25 62-65 14
26 6F--69 I4
27 70-73 I4
28 74-77 I4
29 78-82 I5
30 83-85 F3.1
M
3i 86-88 F3.1
`	 32 89-91 F3.1
33 92-95 14
34 96-99 I4
'	 35 100-103 I4
36 104-107 I4
37 108-111 14
38 112-115 I4
39 116-119 1,, 4
40 120-123 I4
41 124-127 I4
42 128-131 I4
43 132-135 I4
44 136-139 I4
45 140 I1
Description
Output
Total
DOCUMENTATION
Pages of design document
Pages of test plrn
Pages of user's guide/
system description
Pages of prologs
Total pages
AVERAGE STAFF
Programmers
Programmers and managers
All personnel
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
Not defined
Status flag for the Code
Breakdown ( SW) measure;
= 1, unchecked
- 2, hand checked
- 3, verified by applicati:^n
Evaluation code for the SW
measure
BASELINE DIAGRAM COMPONENTS
New
Extensively modified
	
46	 141	 11
	
47	 142-145	 I4
	
48	 146-149	 I4
C>
4	 - A-43
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item Location Format Description
49 150-153 14 Slightly modified
50 154-157 14 Old
51 158-161 I4 Total
DECISION MODULES
52 162-165 I4 New
53 166-169 I4 Extensively modified
54 170 - 173 I4 Slightly modified
55 174-177 I4 Old
56 178-181 I4 Total'
LOC ALC
57 182-187 I6 New
58 188-193 i6 Extensively modified
59 194-199 I6 Slightly modified
60 200-205 I6 Old
61 206 - 211 I6 Total
LOC MACROS
62 212-217 I6 New
63 218-223 I6 Extensively modified
64 224-229 I6 Slightly modified
65 230-235 I6 Old
66 236-241 i6 Total
LOC FORTRAN
67 242-247 I6 New
68 248-253 16 Extensively modified
69 254-259 I6 Slightly modi^ied
70 260-265 i6 Old
71 266-271 I6 Total
LOC TOTAL
72 272-277 i6 Npw
73 278-283 I6 Extensively modified
74 284-289 I6 Slightly modified
75 290-295 i6 Old
76 296-301 I6 Total
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E
4
2	 Item Location Format Description	 -
EXECUTABLE ALC
77 302-307 I6 New
78 308-313 I6 Extensively modified
79 314-319 I6 Slightly modified
80 320-325 I6 Old
81 326-331 16 Total
EXECUTABLE MACROS
82 332-337 I6 New
83 338-343 I6 Extensively modified
84 344-349 I6 Slightly modified
85 350-355 I6 Old
86 356-361 I6 Total
EXECUTABLE FGRTRAN
87 362-367 16 New
88 368-373 I6 Extensively modified
89 37"4-379 I6 Slkghtly modified
90 380-385 26 Old
91 386-391 I6 Total
EXECUTABLE TOTAL
'	 92 392-397 I6 New
93 398-403 I6 Extensively modified
94 404-409 I6 Slightly modified
95 410-415 I6 Old
96 416-421 16 Total
DECISIONS
97 422-426 I5 New
98 427-431 I5 Extensively modified
99 432-436 15 Slightly modified
100 437-441 15 Old
101 442-446 I5 Total
LIBRARY CHANGES
102 447-451 15 New
103 452-456 I5 Extensively modified
t
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Item Location Format
104 457-461 IS
105 462-466 I5
106 467-471 I5
107 472-475 I4
108 476-479 I4
109 480-483 I4
110 484-487 14
111 488-491 I4
112 492-495 I4
113 496-499 I4
114 500-503 I4
115 504-507 14
116 508-511. 14
117 512-513 F2.0
118 514-515 F2.0
119 516-517 F2.0
120 518-519 F2.0
121 520-521 F2.0
122 522-525 F4.2
123 526-529 F4.2
124 530-533 F4.1
125 534-536 F3.2
126 537-539 F3.2
127
128
129
130
Description
Slightly modified
Old
Total
SOFTWARE CHANGES
New
Extensively modified
Slightly modified
Old
Total
SOFTWARE ERRORS
New
Extensively modified
Slightly modified
Old
Total
PERCENTAGE OF COMMENTS
New	 .
Extensively modified
Slightly modified
Old
Total
ERRORS
Per 1000 LOC
Per 1000 executable LOC
Per 1000 decisions
Per baseline diagram com-
ponent
Per decis`.on module
DECISIONS
Per 1000 LOC
Per 1000 executable LOC
	
6-	 F	 Per baseline diagram com-
ponent
	
549-551	 F3.1	 Per decision module
A-46
540-542	 F3.0
543-545
	 F3.0
54 548	 3 1
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Item Location Format Description
131 552-554 F3.3 Ratio of LOC to expanded LOC
EXECUTABLE LOC
132 555-557 F3.0 Per 1000 LOC
133 558-560 F3.1 Per baseline diagram com-
ponent
134 561-563 F3.0 Per decision module
135 564-566 F3.2 Data set components per
change
136 567-568 F2.0 Percentage of errors in
changes
137 569-578 A10 Spares
Primary key:	 Project code and record sequence number
(bytes 1 through 3)
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A.6 SUBJECTIVE EVALUATIONS DIRECTORY (DIR) FILE
Item Location Format r Description
1 1-4 A4 Code
2 5-12 AS Name (measure)
3 13-18 16 Minimum value
4 19-24 26 Maximum value
5 25 I1 Data record sequence number
(1 through 7)
6 26-28 13 Byte location in data record
7 29-100 72A1 Verbal description of the
measure
Primary key:	 Code (bytes 1 through 4)
Secondary key:	 Name (bytes 5 through 12)
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P
Lk
8
9
10
U
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
ATTITUDE MAINTENANCE CHANGE REPORT ( ATM) FILE
Location Format Description
1-6 A6 Form number
7-8 I2 Project code from
ENCODE.HDR
9-14 I6 Form date (YYMMDO)
15-20 I6 Date change determined
to be necessary (YYMMDD)
21 Al Description comment flag:
: 	 T,	 true
= F, false
22-23 I2 Number of components
changed
24-38 I3 Component codes from CIF:
= T, true
= F. false
TYPE OF CHANGE (nonerrors
only)
39 Al Requirements
40 Al New information or data
41 Al Specification
42 Al Design
43 Al Hardware environment
44 Al Software environment
45 Al Optimization
46 Al Other
ERROR DETECTION ACTIVITIES:
= D, detection
= I,	 isolation
= 8, both
47 Al Normal use
48 Al Test runs
49 Al Code reading
50 Al Reading documentation
51 Al Trace/dump
52 Al Cross-reference/attitude
list
w
t	 A.7
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
A-49
t	 ,
	 8070
3I
i
Item Location Format Description
22 53 Al System error messages
23 54 Al Project-specific error
message
24 55 Al Other
25 56 I1 Primary error type from
ENCODE.HDR:
= 1 1
 requirements error
= 2, design error
= 3, error translating de-
sign or specifications
to code
= 4, specifications error
= 5, clerical error
= 6, other
= 7, no response
26 57 Al Related to previous change:
= Y, yes
= N, no
= C, can't tell
= blank, no response
27 5842 15 Programmer code from
ENCODE.HDR
28 63-68 I6 Change start date (YYMMDD)
29 69 I1 Time spent on change:
= 1 1 less than 1 day
= 2 1 1 day to 1 week
= 3, more than 1 week
= 4, no response
30 70 Il Status flag:
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3, verified by applica-
tion
31 71 Al Comment flag:
= Y, yes
= N, no
32 72-77 A6 Spares
Primary key:	 Form number	 (bytes 1 through 6)
4.
8070
A-50
A.8 CHANGE REPORT FORM (CRF) FILE
Item	 Location	 Format
	
1	 1-6	 A6
	
2	 7-8	 I2
	
3	 9-13	 IS
	
4	 14-19	 I6
	
5	 20 -21	 12
	
6	 22 -23	 12
	
7	 24	 11
	
8	 25-30	 T6
	
9	 31 -36	 I6
	
10	 37	 11
	
11	 38-41	 4A1
A-51
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Description
Form number
(e.g., 000633)
Project code from
ENCODE.HDR
Programmer code from
ENCODE.HDR
Form date (YYMMDD)
Number of components
changed (may be
greater than 5)
Number of components
examined
More than one com-
ponent affected:
Y, yes
- N, no
- blank, no response
Date change was deter-
mined to be necessary
(YYMMDD)
Date change started
(YYMMDD)
Effort for change from
ENCODE.HDR:
- 1, less than 1 hour
- 2, 1 hour to 1 day
- 3, 1 day to 3 days
- 4, over 3 days
- blank, no response
Type of change (up to
4 responses, from
ENCODE.HDR):
- 1, error correction
= 2, planned enhance-
ment
- 3, implement require-
ments change
- 4, improve clarity{
- 5, improve user serv-
ice
- 6, develop utility
only
Item Location,
 Foy Description
= 7, optimization
= 8, adapt to environ-
mental change
n 9, other
= blank, no response
12 42-56 513 Codes of changed com-
ponents from CIF
13 57-60 411 Type of error	 (up to 4
responses, from
ENCODE. HDR):
= 1, requirements in-
correct
= 2, functional speci-
fications incor-
rect
= 3, design error of
several components
= 4, design error of
one component
= 5 1 misunderstanding
of external en-
vironment
= 6, error in language
use	 .'
= 7 k clerical error
= 8, other
= blank, no response
14 61 Il When error entered
system from ENCODE.HI;R:
= 1, requirements
= 2 1 functional speci-
fication
= 3, design
= 4, code and test
= 5, other
= 6, can't tell
= blank, no response
15 62 Al Data structure error:
= X, yes
= blank, no
16 63 Al Control logic error:
= X, yes
= blank, no
A-52
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Item Location Format Description
17 ACTIVITIES USED TO ISO-
LATE ERROR (up to 5
responses, each from
ENCODE.HDR):
= 1, preacceptance test
- 2, acceptance test
= 3, postacceptance
test
- 4,	 inspection of out-
put
- 5 1 code reading by
programmer
- 6, code read by
another
- 7, talk with other
programmers
- 8, special debug code
- 9, system error mes-
sage
= A, project-specific
error message
- B, reading documenta-
tion
= C, trace
- D, dump
- E, cross-reference
- F, proof technique
- G, other
= blank, no response
64-68 5A1 For ,program validation
69-73 SA1 For detection symptoms
74-78 5A1 Tried in finding cause
79-83 5A1 For finding cause
18 84 I1 Time to isolate error
from ENCODE.HDR:
- 1, less than 1 hour
- 2, 1 hour to 1 day
- 3, more than 1 day
- 4, never found
- blank, no response
19 85 Al Workaround used:
- Y, yes
= N, no
blank, no response
A-53
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Item Location F%rmat Doscription
20 86 Al Related to previous
change:
= Y, yes
= N, no
= C, can't tell
= blank, no response
21 87-91 i5 Previous form number
(exclvd*s first ch4r-
acter, includes lead-
ing zeros, e.g.,	 00633)
22 92-97 16 Previous form date
(YYMMDD)
23 98 Al Reason comment flag:
= Y. yes
= N. no
24 99 Al Description comment
flag:
= Y, yes
= N, no
25 100 Al OGeneral comment flag:
. = Y, yes
= N, no
26 101 I1 Status flag:
= 1, unchecked
= 2 0 hand checked
= 3, verified by appli-
cation
Primary key:	 Form number	 (bytes 1 through 6)
A-54
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I
A.9 COMPONENT STATUS REPORT (CSR)	 Fl,,"
Item Location Format Description
1 1-6 A6 Form number
(e.g.,	 900952)
2 7-8 12 Sequence number
3 9-10 I2 Project code from ENCODE.HDR
4 11-15 I5 Programmer code from
ENCODE.HDR
5 16-21 16 Form date (YYMMDD)
6 22-24 I3 Component code from CIF
7 25-60 9F4.1 Work hours spent in each
phase	 (in tenths)
8 61-68 A8 Other activity name
9 69-72 F4.1 Other activity work hours
(in tenths)
JU 73 I1 Status flag:
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
.	 y 3, verified by application
11 74 Al Source of uata	 (Phase)	 flag:
= R, requirements team
= D, development team
= M. maintenance team
12 75-79 AS Spares
Primary key: Form and 3nequence number (bytes 1 through 8)
Secondary key: rlomponont e4,da	 22 through 24)
Tertiary key: Ptogramt.er
 code
	 (bytes 11 through 15)
	7-8
	
I2
	9-13
	
I5
	
14-18
	
I5
	
19 -24
	
I6
25
	
Al
A.10
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
26-28
	
I3
29
	
I1
30
	
Al
31-33
	
3I1
11	 34-36
	 I3
12	 37-39
	 I3
COMPONENT SUMMARY FORM (CSF) FILE
Location	 Format	 Description
1 -6	 A6	 Form number
(e.g., 100633)
Project code from ENCODE.HDR
Programmer filling out form
from ENCODE.HDR
Programmer implementing com-
ponent from ENCODE.HDR
Form date (YYMMDD)
Form stage:
= N. new
= U, under development
= Cr complete
= blank, no response
Component code from CIF
Precision of specification
from ENCODE.HDR:
= 1, very precise
= 2, precise
= 3, imprecise
R blank, no response
Complexity:
= E, easy
M. moderate
= H, hard
= blank, no response
Type of software from
ENCODE.HDR:
= 1, I/O processing
= 2, algorithmic
= 3, logic control
= 41 systems related
= 5, data/COMMON block
= 6, other
= blank, no response
Percentage of assignment
statements
Percentage of control
statements
A-56
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Format
I3
15
I5
15
Al
I1
4I1
Item Location
13 40-42
14 43-47
15 48-52
16	 53-57
17	 58
18	 59
19	 6n-63
e
20 64-65 I2
21 66 Al
22 67 -68 I2
23 69 Al
Description
Percentage of other state-
ments
Number of statements with-
out comments
Number of statements with
comments
Number of machine bytes
Independent of other soft-
ware:
= Y, yes
= N, no
- blank, no response
Relation to other software
(if dependent) from
ENCODE.HDR:
= 1, inserted at lower level
- 2, new driver or interface
- 3, redesign existing com-
ponen *G
= 4, rename existing com-
ponents
= 5, regroup existing
material
= 6, other
= blank, no response
Type of addition (up to 4
responses, from ENCODE.HDR):
= 1, error correction
= 2, planned enhancement
- 3, implement requirement
change
- 4, improve clarity
= 5, improve user service
= 6, develop utility only
= 7, optimization
= 8, adapt to environmental
change
= 9, other
= blank, no response
Number of components called
Not used
Number calling this com-
ponent
Not used
8070
	
A-57
	
1
__J
t em Loc a t i o n Fermat Description
24 '70- 71 12 Number of shared components
) U, I72 Al Not used
73-74 t2 Number of components de-
scending
75 Al Not ised
7b-7 7 12 Primary lanquatio used from
ENCODE. HDR:
1 # FORTRAN
ASSEMBLY
blanks no response
2 9 78-80 13 Percentage primary language
30 N1-82 12 Seconda-,y language used from
ENCODE.HDR:
- 1, FORTRAN
- 2, ASSEMBLY
- blank, no response
31 83-85 Ij Percentage secoridary lan-
quaqe
32 LEVEL OF DESIGN DETAIL for
forms 	 design (up to
2	 re:,	 ses,	 from
E.NCODE'.11DR) :
1, component
subcomponent
basic block segment
4,	 statement
5,	 other
blanks no response
86-87 211 Functional
88-89 211 Procedural
190-41 211 English
92-`).Z- C) 'I 1 -1 11 Formal
94-45 2TI Other design form
31 CONSTRAINT:
a X, yes
- blank,	 no
'First:	 Constraint present
Second:	 Component meets
constraint)
06-47 2A1 memory space
A-S8
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:P.m Location
48-99
100-101
102-104
105-107
108-110
111-113
114-116
117-119
120-122
1,23-125
126-128
129-134
135.140
141-146
147
Format
2A1
2A1
I3
I3
I3
F3.1
F3.1
F3. 1
F3.1
F3. 1
F3.1
I6
I6
Al
Al
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47 148-162 513
48 163-177 513
49 178-192 5I3
50 193-207 513
51	 208-227	 A20
52	 228-247	 A20
Description
Execution time
Other
Number of design computer
runs
Number of code computer runs
Number of test computer runs
Computer time for design
runs (in tenths of minutes)
Computer time for code runs
(in tenths of minutes)
Computer time for test runs
(in tenths of minutes)
Effort for design (in
tenths -f hours)
Effort for code (in tenths
of hours)
Effort for test (in tenths
of hours)
Estimated design end date
(YYMMDD)
Estimated code end date
(YYMMDD)
Estimated test end date
(YYMMDD)
Description comment flag:
= Y, Yes
= N, no
Components called (up to
5 codes from CIF)
Calling components (up to
5 codes from CIF)
Shared components (up to
5 codes from CIF)
Components affected by re-
organization (from Sec-
tion F, up to 5 codes, from
CIF)
Name of other form of design
Constraint other name
A-59
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Item Location Format Description
53 248 Al Useful items comment flag:
= Y, yes
• N, no
54 249 Al Additional comment flag:
s Y ► yes
N, no
55 250 I1 Status flag:
1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
s 3 ► verified by application
Primary key: Form number (bytes 1 through 6)
Secondary key: Component code (bytes 26 through 28)
--I
r
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A.11 GENERAL PROJECT SUMMARY (GPS) FILE
Format has not been defined.
A.12 RESOURCE SUMMARY FORM (RSF) FILE
Item Location Format Description
1 1-6 A6 Form number
(e.g. ,
	 000633)
2 7 -8 i2 Sequence number
3 9-10 I2 Project code from ENCODE.HDR
4 11 Al Resource type:
= M, manpower	 (technical
staff and management
wo .:k hours)
= C, computer	 (computer
usage hours)
= 0 1 other
	
(support per-
sonnel work hours)
5 12-16 I5 Resource code from
ENCODE.HDR (programmec
code, computer code, or
service code)
6 17-22 16 Form date (YYNMDD)
7 23-25 I3 Percentage of hours that
are management
8 26-31 16 Beginning date of data
(YYMMLND)
9 32-108 ll(13, Resources; number of runs
F4.1) followed by number of hours
(in tenths of hours)
10 109 I1 Status flags
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3, verified by application
11 110 Al Source of Data	 (Phase)	 flag:
= R, requirements team
= D, development team
= M, maintenance team
12 111-115 A5 Spares
Primary ki%y: Form and sequence number (bytes 1 through 8)
.
9
9
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A.13 RUN ANALYSIS FORM (RAF) FILE
Item Location Format
1 1-6 A6
2 7-6 12
3 9-10 I2
4 11-15 15
5 16-21 I6
6 22-23 I2
7	 24	 Al
8	 25-28	 11
	
9	 29-30	 12
	
10	 31-45
	 5I3
	
11	 46	 Al
Descriotion
Form number
(e.g., .700633)
Sequence number
Project code from
ENCODE.HDR
Programmer code from
ENCODE.HDR
Date of run (YYMMDD)
Computer code from
ENCODE.HDR:
= 1, any IBM S/360
= 2, any PDP
3, IBM S/360-75
= 4 1 IBM S/360-75(C1)
= 5, IBM S/360-91
6, IBM S/360-95
= 7, PDP-11/70
Interactive flag:
= X, interactive
=blank, not interactive
Run purpose from
ENCODE.HDR:
= 1, unit test
= 2, system test
= 3, benchmark test
= 4, maintenance or
utility
= 5, compile, assembly,
or lint.
= 6, debug run
= 7, other
blank, no response
Number of components
Component codes from CIF
First-run indicator:
= X, first run
= blank, not first run
A-63
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item Location Format Description
12 47 Al Run met objectives:
= Y, yes
= No no
= blank, no response
13 48-51 4A1 Run results	 (up to 4
responses, from
EWCODE. HDR) :
` = 1, good run
= 2 1 submit error
= 3 1 JCL error
= 4, other setup error
= 5 0 hardware error
= 6 0 software error
= 7 0 compile error
8,	 link error
= 9 1 execution error
= A t user-generated mes-
sage
= B, ran to completion
= blank, no response
14 52 Al Comment indicator:
. = Y ► yes
• = N, no
15 53 Il Status fldg:	 ?
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3, verified by applica-
tion i
Primary key:	 Form and sequence number	 (bytes 1 through 8)
i
V
j
i
i
E
i
{
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ENCODE.HDR
3-8 I6 Date (YYMMDD)
9-10 12 Time block	 (4-hour
block)	 0 1 	 4,	 8,	 12,
16, or 20 hours from
start o.f day
11-13 I3 TSO foreground com-
puter runs
14-16 I3 TSO background com-
puter runs
17-19 I3 RJE computer runs
20-22 I3 Card reader cWputer
runs
~PRIMARY COMPUTER
^ 11 Computer code
from ENCODE.HDR
24-28 F5.3 Total CPU time (in
thousandths of
hours)
29-33 F5.3 Total I/O time	 (in
thousandths of
hours)
34-36 13 Total number of
computer runs
37-39 I3 Number of runs ex-
cluding condition
code 0000 or SOOC
SECONDARY COMPUTER
40 I1 Computer code
frnm F.NrnnP. _ NnQ
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
8070
A.14 ACCOUNTING INFORMATION (ACC) FILE
Each record contains totals for a particular 4 -hour block of
wallclock time.
Item	 Location	 F*.)rmat	 Description
1	 1-2	 12	 Project code from
E
A-
8070
Item	 Location	 Format	 Description
15	 46-50
	
F5.3	 'Total 1/0 time (in
thousandths of
hours)
16
17
18
19
Primary key:
51-53 I3 Number of computer
runs
54-56 I3 Number or computer
runs excluding
condition code 0000
or SOOC
57 11 Status flag:
= 1, unchecked
n 2, hand checked
3, verified by ap-
plication
58-67 A10 Spares
Data and _tme block (bytes 3 through	 10)
A.15	 COMMENT (CMT) FILE
Item Location Format Description
1 1-6 A6 Form number
(e.g.,	 D00633)
2 7-8 I2 Sequence number
3 9 Al Comment type:
• C l comment
• D, description
• R, reason
• U, useful item
4 10 11 Record continuation number
of this comment
5 11-12 I2 Project code from
ENCODE.HDR
6 13 Al Comment is continued:
• Y, yes
N, no
7 14-x.03 A90 ;ext 
8 104 it Status flag:
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
_ 3, verified by applica-
tion
Primary key:	 Form number + sequence number + comment type +
record number (bytes 1 through 10)
A-67
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A.16 COMPONENT INFORMATION FILE (CIF
Item Location Format Description
1 1-2 12 Project code from
ENCODE.HDR
2 3-10 AS Component name
(e.g., TPNAML)
3 11-13 I3 Component code
4 14-15 12 PANVALET level number
5 16-17 12 Module function from
ENCODE.HDR
6 18-19 I2 Subsystem function from
ENCODE.HDR
7 20 I1 Origin from ENCODE.HDR:
a
 1, new code
s 2, extensively modified
old code
3, slightly modified old
code
' a 4, exact copy of old code
8 21-24 I4 Number of executable
source code statements
9 25-28 14 Number of lines of code
with comments
10 29 -31 I4 Number of comment lines
11 32-34 I3 Number of unique operators
(operators and operands
are Halstead's measures
(Reference 4))
12 35-37 I3 Number of unique operands
13 38-41 I4 Total number of operators
14 42-45 I4 Total number of operands
15 46-48 I3 Number of input and output
variables from module
16 49-51 I3 Number of decisions
(McCabe's measure (Refer-
ence 8) )
17 52-54 13 Number of FUNCTION refer-
ences
18 55-57 I3 Number of I/O statements
A-68
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Item Location Format Description
19 58-60 13 Number of assignment
statements
20 61-63 I3 '9um.ber of subroutine CALL
statements
21 64-66 13 Number of FORMAT statements
22 67 11 Status flag:
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3 1 verified by applica-
tion
23 68-80 A13 Spares
Primary key: Component name (bytes 3 through 10)
Secondary key: Component name prefix (bytes 3 and 4)
Tertiary key: Component code (bytes 11 through 13)
A.17	 GROWTH HISTORY (HIS) FILE
Item Location Format Description
1 1-2 I2 Project code from
ENCODE.HDR
2 3-8 16 Date (YYMMDD)
3 9-14 16 Number of lines of code
with comments to date
4 15-17 I3 Number of modules to date
5 18-23 I6 Number of changes to date
6 24 I1 Status flag:
= 1, unchecked
= 2, hand checked
= 3, verified by applica-
tion
7 25-29 AS Spares
Primary key:	 Date (bytes 3 through 8)
A-70
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A.18 SOURCE ANALYZER PROGRAM (SAP) OUTPUT FILE
This is a single sequential file.
Item Location Format Description
1 1-8 A8 Project name
(e.g.,	 MAGBIAS)
2 9-16 A8 Module name
3 17-19 I3 Number of parameters passed
in calling sequence
4 20-22 I3 Number of comment lines
5 23-26 I4 Number of executable
statements
6 27 -28 12 Number of I/O statements
7 29-32 I4 Number of lines with com-
ments
8 33-35 13 Number of unique operators
9 36-33 23 Number of unique operands
10 39-42 I-1 Total number of operators
11 43-46 I4 Total number of operands
12 47 -49 I3 Number of IF and .IF
statements
13 50-52 I3 Number of decisions
14 53-55 I3 Number of input and output
variables to module
15 56-58 I3 Number of COMMON area
variables
16 59-60 12 Number of DO and DOWHILE
statements
i7 61-63 I3 Number of FUNCTION refer-
ences
18 64-66 I3 Number of structured
statements
19 67-69 I3 Number of variables passed
out
20 70-72 I3 Number of assignment
statements
21 73-75 13 Number of Subroutine CALL
statements
22 76-78 I3 Number of FORMAT statements
A-71
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A.19 TRANSACTION FILES
The Transaction Files are sequential disk backup files that
contain records of all updates made to the corresponding
data baso files, as fellows:
Transaction. File
THANS.CRF
TRANS.CSR
TRANS.CSF
TRANS.RSF
TRANS.RAF
TRANS.CIF
TRANS.HIS
Corresponding Data Base File
Change Report Form Files
Component Status Report Files
Component Summary Form Files
Resource Summary Form Files
Run Analysis Form Files
Component Information Files
Growth History Files
Each file has a format similar to its corresponding data
base file. The first byte indicates whether the record has
been added, changed, or deleted (A, C, or D). Bytes 2
through 7 contain the date (YYMMDD) the record was ac-
bessed. Bytes 8 through 13 are spares. Bytes 14 through
the end of the record contain the record as stored on the
corresponding data base file.
For example, the CRF Files have a record length of
101 bytes. The CRF Transaction File has a record length of
101 + 13 = 114 bytes. All additions, changes, and deletions
of records on any of the CRF Files by DRAM are recorded on a
single CRF Transaction File, which has the same record for-
mat Except that byte 1 will be an A, C, or D; bytes 2
through 7 contain the date; and bytes 8 through 13 are blank.
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APPENDIX B - SAMPLE: DATA COLLECTION FORMS
The forms reproduced here are used by the SEL at the Goddard
Space Flight Center to collect data on development proj-
ects. The terms used in these forms are defined in Sec-
a	 tion 8.2.
B.1 SAMPLE DATA COLLECTION FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS
This section contains sample data collection forms and
;instructions for their use. The instructiona precede the
forms. The following forms are included:
1. General Project Summary (GPS)
2. Resource Summary !corm (RSF)
3. Component Summary Ferm (CSF)
4. Component Status Report (CSR)
5. Run Analysis Form (RAF)
6. Change Report Form (CRF) and Attitude Maintenance
Change Report (ATM)
I
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE GENERAL
PROJECT SUMSIARY • FORM SMI (:/7
This Corm is used to classify the project and will be used ii conjunction with the other
reportittg forms to measure the estimated vents actual development progress. It should be
filled out by the project manager at the beginning of the project, at each major milestone,
and at the end. Numbers and data used at the initiation of the project are assumed to be
estimated; intermediate reports should change atimata to actuals (if known) and update
atimates. The Anal report should accurately describe the system development life cycle.
A. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Daaiptlon. Give an overview of the project.
Inputs. Specifications and requirements (etc.) of project. Give the format of these.
Requirements. How requirements are atabli+hed and chanjed.
Products Developed. Last all items developed for the project (e.g,, operational system.
testing system. simulator, etc.).
Products Delivered. List all Items required to be delivered (e.j.. source of the open
ational system, object code of the operational system, design documents, etc.).
B. RESOURCES
Target Computer System. Sy .em for which software was developed.
Development Computer System. System on which software was developed.
Constrsints. List any siu or time constraints for the finished product. Do you antici-
pate any problems in meeting these constraints'
Useful Items From Similar Projects:
1.List previous projects, which will contribute various aspects to this project.
2. For each project, jive the percent of the current project it makes up in each
of the 3 listed aspects.
3. For each of the 3 listed aspects ispecification. design, code) check what level
of modifications are necessary.
C. TIME
Start Date. First date of work, including design and modification of the specifications
End Date. Delivery date.
Estimated Lifetime. Estimate the operational life of the system.
Scission Date. Scheduled operation date of the system (write unknown if not known or
undecided yet on any of thew dates). Date project must be operational.
Confidence Level. Give the percent probability you think the end date is realistic.
(*. l. . 100% means certain delivery on that date. 01  means no chance of delivery.)
I'
	 I
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D. COST
Cost. Total amount of money the project costs, including both contract and in-house
costs.
Moximum Available. Maximum amount available, independent of what estimated cost
is.
Confidence Level. Rate percent reliability in cost estimate.
How Determined. At initiation how is it estimated, as completion how is it calculated.
Personnel. Give the number of full time equivalent persons required at inception of the
project. 1,3 of the way Into the project, :;3 of the way into the project, at the com•
pleton of the project.
Total Person Months. Give the total number of months that full time equivalent per•
soiniti imanagers. designers. programmers. keypunchers, editors, secretaries. etc.) are
assigned to the project. Do not include all overhead items such as vacation and 1iek(cave.
Computer Time. Give tilt total number of hours on all systems normalized to one
machine ie.g., the I8SI 360,75) and name the machine.
E SIZE
Size of the System. include the total amount of machine space needed for all merua
sons generated on the project paw the space for data. library routines i e.g.. FORTRAN
10 packak,e) and other code already available. Break down size into data space and
instruction spact.
Confidence Level. Rate percent reliability in size estimates.
Total Number of Source Statements. Give the number of FORTRAN, ALC, or an)
other language instructions generated specifically for this project.
Structure of System. Give overall structure of system. is it a single load module. is it
an overlay structure. or is it a set of independent programs" For overlay and separate .
programs, give the number and average size of each.
Define Your Concept of a Module. Give the critena you are using to divide the soft-
ware into modules.
Estimated Number of Modulo. Include only the number of new modules to be wrirten.
Range in Module Size. Give the number of instructions in the minimum. maximum and
average module and tit* language in which they art written as a reference.
Number of Different 110 Formats Used. Give the number of distinct external data sets
that are required for the system including card reader, printer, graphics device. and
temporary tuts.
F. COMPLTER ACCESS
A librarian is a person who can be used to perform any of tilt clerical functions associ-
tied with prograinming. including those given on the chart. Check the appropriate bores
for those persons who have access to the computer to perform the given functions. Give the
percentage of tune spent by each in batch and interactive access to the computer.
B-3
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G. TECHMQVES EMPLOYED
For "level," specify to what level of detail in the finished project the technique is used.
subroutine, module, segments of 1000 lines, top level, etc.)
Spwilicstions
Functional - Components are described as a set of functions, each component
performing a certain action.
Procedural - Components an specified in some algorithmic manner (e.g., using a
PM
English - Components an specified using an English Language prose statement of
the problem.
Formal - Some other formal system is used to specify the components.
Design and Development
Top Down - The Implementation of the system one level at a time, with the current
level ar.5 expansion of the yet to be dented subroutines at the pr:vious higher level.
Bottom Up - The implementation of the system starting with the lowest level rou-
tines and proceeding one level at a time to the higher level routines.
Iterative Enhancement - The implementation of successive implementations, each
producing a usable subset of the final product until the entire system is fully
developed.
Hardest First - The implementation of the most difficult aspects of the system first.
Other - Describe the strategy used if it is not a combination of any of the above.
None Specified - No particular strategy has been specified.
Coding. The final encoding of the implementation in an e%ecutable programming
language.
Structured Code With Simulated Constructs - The language does not support struo-
tured control structures (e.g., FORTRAN) but they are simulated with the existing
structures: please state the structured control structures you are using (e.g., WHILE,
CASE, IF).
Structured Control Constructs - The language supports structured control strua
turn (e.w, a FORTRAN preprocessor) please list structures you are using.
Other Standard - Describe any other standard you are using.
None Specified - No particular strategy has been specified.
VaMistion/Verifiostion. Testing: execution of the system. via a set of test cases.
Top Down - Stubs or dummy procedures are written to handle the yet to be imple-
mented aspects of the system and testing begins with the top level routines and
proceeds as new levels am Added to the system.
Bottom Up - Check out of a module at a time using test drivers and starting a t ;lie
bottom level modules rust.
_N
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Structure Driven - Using structure at program to determine test date it.$.. every
statement of program executed at least oncel.
Specification Driven - Using specif)catios of program to determine test data (e.g.,
all input. output relationships hold for a set of test Bawl,
Other - Describe any other strategy you are using.
Sone Specified -W testing strategy has been specified.
Val)dafium Verifiotion. Inspection: visual examination of tike code or design.
Code Reading - Visual inspection of the cafe or design by other programmen.
Wilk Throughs - Formal meeting sessions for the review of code and design by the
uatious members of the project, for technical rather than management purposes.
Proofs - Formal proofs of the design or code; please specify the techmques used,
e.g., aromatic, predicate transforms, functional etc.
Wne Specified - No inspection techniques have been specified.
There is come space given to permit the further explanation of any of the strategies that
may be used.
t` FORMAL NOTATIONS USED AT VARIOUS LEVELS %ND PHASES
Giva the phases l e.g.. design, implementation, testing, etc.) and levels isuhroutine.
module. segments of iLMO lines, top level. etc.) at which an y type of formalism i lowehart.
PDL. earn will L N e used in the development of the system.
1. AUTOMATED TOOLS USED
Nam,; all automated tools used, including automated versions of the formalisms given
above and compilers for the prupamming languages used, and at which phase and at what
level they are used, Include any products that may be developed as part of this project
(e.g., simulator).
J. ORGANIZATION
Describe how the personnel are subdivided with respect to responsibilities into teams
or groups, gising titles. hrie( job dess fiptioru. the number of people satisfying that title and
their names and organizational affiliations if known.
K. STANDARDS
List all standards used, whether they are squired or optional, and the title of the
document describing the standard.
L. MILESTONES
Give the phase at wtuch management may check on progress of the development of the
s%st,m (e.g., specification, design, implementation of version 1, etc.). State also the date at
whtch it should take place tat completion of the project). how it is to be determined that the
milestone was reached, who will be responsible for reviewing the progress at that point and
what the review procedure will be. Also give the rewurves used since the last milestone. For
H-5
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vise of system dive the current site of the system at that milestone. Each milestone has
confidence leveb, one for time atitnsta and one for resource expenditures. For estimated
future milestone, the first confidence level for the probability of reaching the milestone at
that date. The second is for the accuracy of the resources used. For past milestones, the
fint confidence level is normally 100% (actual date) while the second Is an estimate on the
accuracy of the accounting system.
6	 N. DOCUWENTAVON
For each time of documentation developed, state the type of documentation, its purpoie,
the date it should be completed, its site and list any tools used in its production. Mt the
beginruns of the project that should be estimates, it the end of the project, they should be
accurate figures.)
N. FROOLLMS
Give the three most difficult problems you expect to encounter managing this project.
!lase be as specific as possible.
0. QUALITY ASSURANCE
To what do you attribute your confidence in the completed system. Be as specific as
possible.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE RESOURCE SUMMARY
This form keeps track of the project Costs on a vseekl y basis, It should be filled out by the project Tarager ever y ww( .)f the
Project duration,
PROJECT. Give woject name.
DATE. Ust data form turned m.
NAME. Name of project manager.
WEEK OF. L.st data of each successive F•iday.
MANPOWER. Litt all personnel on the projkt on Separate lines. Give the number of hours each g oing that week in the project.
% OF MANAGEMENT. Add the % of time the person s pent managing the project during this reporting period, A new form should be
used it this % Changes,
COMPUTER USAGE. List all machines used on the project. For each machine give the number of runs during each weak and the
amount of Computer time used.
OTHER. Lift any other Charges to the project.
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RESOURCE SUMMARY
PROJECT	 DATE
NAME
MGINAL PAGE 1S
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMlFs6ETIN4 THE COMPONENT SUMMARV
This form is used to keep track of the Components of a system. A conncWant is a pace of the svltem ,dentified b y name or
Common function is g„ an Mtty in a tree chat or 	 diapam for Me system at env point .n time, or a shared section of Oats such
as a COMMON bloekl. With the information on this form combined with the information on Via Com ponent Status R000rt, the htruc-
cure and status of the svttem and its davnooment can be monitored,
This form should be filled out for each com ponent at the time that the Component is defined, at the time it is completed, and at
env point in time when a major modiflceicn to the component is made. It should toe f:lleo out b y the person responsible for the cum•
ponent.
PROJECT. Clive project name.
OATS, Give ate form fined out.
NAME OF COMPONENT. Give time two to E charsetersl by which the 	 will be refpNd to in other forma
BRIEF DESCRIPTION. State function of component.
TYPE OF SOFTWARE. Check sil clowliauom that a pply All common blocks we socstrate components,
STATUS OF COMPONENT. Check whether this is new component, whether it is a component under averopmont (e g., a previous
component Wrnmery has alNsoy ow submitted), or whether the component is now complete.
A. CODE SPECIFICATIONS. Giee the form of design for this component, and tail to what Iwai of detect the 	 Net given.	 to
Funetianal — Components are described as a set of functions, each Component performing a Consin action.
a
Rocedurd—Components are specified in some algorithmic manner (e.g.. using a POLL
English-Components are specified using an English VnN+eN prose statement of the problem,
hnnd—Some otN► formal system it used to soeeify ten component.
Relative to the me developing the component, rate ten precision of the specifications, Vwv precise means that no additional analysts
in the pArblom U needed, protein moons that only my or trivial ideas have to be developed, and improtln moons that much work still
remains in developing this component and its bask unmure.
OIINTERFACES
Give the relative position of this com ponot M the 	 Give the number and list the names of all com ponents that call this
component, and tae Called by this component. Ala, give the names of env com ponents of other items this com ponents %hers$ with
other Components (e.g.. COMMON blocks, saternal deal. The com ponents dAeely descended from this Comoonent Nips to the tree
then Cr the 	 If the interlaces we not vet complete, check "Not Fuliv Soeelfied".
C. MOORAMMINO LANGUAGES
List langwgw lot assembly languages) to be used to im plement this component. it more than one, list oarcentage of each his
lins$ of sour" Code). It there we any constraints on use
	
le.g., size, atocutlon timel list them. Also We estimated site of
finished Component in terms of source statements, (etimate sore with comments and without comments) and resulting machine Ian•
gu"n tincluditlg data wear, but not COMMON blocks).
Useful Items From Sinklw Ftatooss
1 List previous components and Protons which contribute verlous alpeCts to this component,
2. For each such Component, give IN percent of each of the three listed as pects it malts up (to.. a comttonenl may be M of
design i,ut only 25% of c,
 a due to changed interfaces, etc.).
& For each of the three list; taoects. Check what level of modifications are neaaswy,
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0. COMPLEXITY
Rate vow Iwlief in the complexity of the implementation Also approxirteto ten number (by %I of espgnr tilt type stalunents(Input statements are includodl, and control statements IthoM t lot alter the flow of c6atrol o.o., IF, CALL, GOTOI. The turn of there
two may not be 100% (e, ♦, CONTINUE, DIMENSIO14 and HEAL statements will not be counted). 1;0 and declarations should W
lifted N other.
E. RESOURCES TO IMPLEMENT
For *all the three listed phase (Delon, Code, Test), estimate com puter runs, time needed, hours to implement, and esti.
mated completion date. If not known, or no estimate an be given, trite "unknown".
F. ORIGIN OF COMPONENT
If this component is independent of env other component of the system lo.g., is a low level comCinent which is designed first, or
Is the root now of the tree chars) then check yes, otherwise check no.
If no is checkod, then explain why the component was ad+ed.lUswlly, only one reason will be chocked, although more may be
chocked, if appfoprtstal.
A lower level alaborstion of a higher level Com ponent means that am existing component was expanded to include new compo,
nents le.o., expanding tree chart). List the higher level component tine.
Added as a drives, se Intarfaa moue that a ceiiing program wet, added to call existing components. Use those called components.
A red illgn of an existing component mane that new cafebilitias were added to on alroody existing com ponent. Write its name.
A rensrning of on older oomponent. Give the old name.
A regrouping of existing material mans that several com poiene were redesigned with a now clxm p~t resulting from this re-
design. Give the old cotm ponent nomes.
Type of odditim Why vras this component added to the system at this time? Check the appropriate reason. (Normally, only
one should be chocked, although rare can be if appropriate.)
O. ADDITIONAL COMMENT:. Add any oder comments that will help ex plain ten purpose, design, and complexity of this tom.
ponun6
H. PERSON RESPONSIBLE. Include name of person responsible for implementing component.
1. PERSON FILLING OUT FOAM, Give name of potion filling out form. This nor m sl y is the sane name as in H.
R
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COMPONENT SUMMARY
PROJECT	 DATE
NAME OF COMPONENT.., 	 CREATION DATE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
STATUS OF COMPONENT NEW
	 — UNDER OEVEL	 COMPLETED
TYPE OF SOFTWARE (Cheek Ail That Apply)
	
—110 From"
	 Svttamt Rotated
	
AlWishmfe
	
OATAXOMMON Block
	
_Loyk Control	 Other
1k. CODE SPECIFICATIONS (Chock All That Apply)
LEVEL OF DETAIL
I`I	 FORM OF DESIGN	 Comet	 furaemvenant	 B"^n^	 Stmt Othar 1
i Enomn	 i	 i
Other 1	 1	 l	 i	 -	 I	 I	 I
Incision of Coda Sooclficatlon 	 Vary Prams	 Preeilo	 ImpreciN
INTERFACES
Number Components Calked	 Names
Not Fully Specified
Number Calling This Component
	
"lamer
Not Fully Specified
Number Shred lams
	
Names
Not Fully Specified
Number of Como~ta Directly Deteendeci from This Com ponent	 Names
Not Fully Specified
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
Languages used and Petantaffet	 1	 1	 1	 )
CONSTRAINT PROBLEM EXPECTED: Constraint	 I Component MNo
Present	 f	 Constraint
Site: Source Statement$ (Including Commentsl 	 Maelsine 8vtee
Source Statements INN Including Comment$)
Woeful items From Similar Projects
Specification	 Design	 Cale	 i
Component	 ►rout l % Major Minor None % Major Minor None I , % , Maio, 1)inor None
I	 f	 I  	 I	 t	 I
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0 COMPLEXITY
Complexity of Punction	 Easy	 ModanM w rrd
% Assignment statements	 Control Other StaternenT. to q„ 040 Ceci, 1101
E. RESOURCES TO IMPLEMENT
Runs
	
Computer Time Imml
Design
EHon (hrs)
	
j	 Est. t;ompletoon Cats
ITN"	 i	 I I	 I
P	 Is this component independent of the existing Cfmponfnto? Yes	 No	 1
It No, describe relation of this com ponent to the existing system:
inserted as a lower level elaboration of higher level components (nen01)
added N • driver or interface for oxisting componefttf (namN)	 .^..
-3 redesign (to add new Ca pability) of existing components (nam")
,..a ramming of existing component Iname)
regrou ping of existing material from several components (nar0N)
other
Type of Addition.
error correction improvement of t.aer MN lea
plannW enhancement utility for development purposes oniv
Implementation of rowiraments change optimization of time/space/accuracy
improvement of clarity , mainainability , or doNTMptlon -&deviation to environment Change
other (explain belowl
G, ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
M. PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR IMPLEMENTING COMPONENT
I.	 PERSON FILLING OUT FORM
ows to/r$$
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INSTRUCTION$ FOR COM►LSTING THS C0MF0NlNT STATU$ R$FORT
This form is to be used to accuratel y keep track of tai 41"OWen1 of cash Omporwnt In the system. A Component Summary
Poison should exist for each component mentioned. The four is be turned in as the end of each week. Meese fill out either daily
or once each weep. If daily, then a given com ponent may be listed uanl Mmes owing the count of a week. For each component
p
	
	 lift the number of hours s pent on each of the fitted activities. This farm should be filled out b y persons working on the project.
►ROJECT. Nome of the project
►ROGRAMM►,R. Name of programmer.
CM. Date ration turned in. Usually tai des@ of a Friday.
r	 COMPONENT, Nano oli component. Either a part of the system structure for which there is a component summary form, or one of
i	 she following:
k	
JCL. Dwelo" command language Inuructiom.
i
Overlay. Developing system overfly structure.
Uses
	
User's Guide oocumentstion.
System Deseriptios. System Oeeription Documentation.
DESIGN
Create. Writing of a component design.
•
Reed. Reading (by peer) of design to look far errors. (e.g., pear rwiewl	 J
e
Fame Review. Fame muting of several individuals for purpose of explaining design. Also include time spent in preparing for
review. All those &flooding review should list components oitcusted in their oven Component Status R000rt for tail week.
CODEIDEV$LOPM$NT
1
Codo. Writing executable instructions and desk checking program.
Rao. Code reading by peer. Simile to Design Read above. 	 1
Formal Review. Review of coded component. Similar to Design Review above.
TESTING
UPA. Unit testing. Test run with test data on single module.
Inesg. Intgfotton testingof teirwal components.
Review. Review of testing natty.
OTHER. Any other aspect reined to a com ponent of the project not already covered other than Design, Code Development, Test(e.p., Documentation of a specific comconentl. List t ype of activity, and hours cant on that activit y . A set of activities has been
lifted for which time may be ehargW to the overall project: 	 ?
Travel. Time spent on official travel foisted to this project, (including trips to and from GSFC).
Forme. Time spent on filling out reporting forma.
Meetings. Time s pent in meetings which are not design or code review meetings.
Training. Training activities identified for project.
Ass Test Acceptance Testing activities
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COMPONENT STATUS REPORT
►RORCT
	
DATE
PROGRAMMER
DEMON	 ( CODE DEVELOPMENT I	 TEST	 OTHER
^ COMPONENT
^OAYAI	 /QIIYAL	 iCAtATi	 46A0	 Review 1 C00!	 AlAO A!1 ilMl ( UNIT ( INTtO I AiviiW ACT1VITr I HAS
^	 r	 1
-	 ^	 9
a go+^^ •+^
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE COMPUTER PROGRAM RUN ANALYSIS FORM
This fpm will be used to menilat the activities for which the com puter to used in the (Owes 6; a ptolsct life Cycle. An entry should
be Made for esth Wmputr ruMtnCJuding all activities performed when the computer it used in an Intraative mode.
PROGRAMMER, Write down nine of Peron preparing edr"oater runt. This may not necessarily be the onion running the progrern
(i.e.. librarian).
PROJECT. Wrote down project name, UN a d,fferint farm for Will protect.
COMPUTER. Indicate the MaChina on which tMN runs Were Made a,g„ S,'M. POP-11, :51.
DATE. Oat# form turned ,n,
JOS 10. Identification of lob.
RUN DATE, Dm run submitted in format M400 Imonthdayl.
INTERACTIVE. Plead an X it Ina Pun was submitted from an interactive terminal.
RUN PURPOSE. Pisa an % in all boxes that desatba this run.
Unit Teen. A pur pose of ten run is to test one r more components without ten fast of the evltem being cdnfitufed into the load
module. A run which uses a 'tit driver' would fall into this Category.
Sysam Tess. This run exeatites a load msedule whlch nanssins alt of the Currently available system in order to NR one or moors
commotion in a full system configuration.
Sanahmdtk Ten, This is a recertification type run. A run trial has successfully executed in the past is now rerun to verify, that
Certain ca pabilities still exist.
NMlnteflontelUti6ty. A purpose of this rum is to perform a 'librrV .ty is' function, Examples we runt that u pdate source, create
backup, delete , COmprOWCOOV data Nil.
Compile/AtNmblylLink. A purpose of the run is to check for wrote in the com pile. UNmdl y sno:o► link steps. A run which 'n•
eludes one or more of these steps simply as a prerequisite to a oyster" execution would not tali Into this catogory.
Debug Rua This run was submitted m order to -nvestigate a known error.
Ojhr. This run has a pur pose which doe mat fall into one of the other Categories, Examoln are runt wn,CM attest other WHOM
.n order to so* .n the design• develo pment andlor testing of the protect under nudr.
COMPONENTS OF INTEREST. Lm a l l components im portant to this run Mg., com ponents ofing tested, Comoiled Cooled #fe l
FIRST RUN. Place an X here d this s the first time any of the listed Components have Cloth Processed by the Com puter for tme our•
pole of run specified.
MEETS OWECTIVES. This s a tublectiw evaluation of whether the run satisfied your objectives. Rune that terminate m errors ma y be
satisfactory it ten objective was to locate wrote or to test for carrectnes{; runs that terminate normally m4v be unsatisfactory d the our-
pot* was to Iotlte an error known to to present. Thus this question to indoperldont of whether the program contained any errors or mot,
RUN RESULTS, Check the box that best desanbes the results of this rum. Normall y only one box is checked. although more than on#
Mary be Checked if sopro rate.
Geed Run. Program ran to termination with no known errors.
Sawn Erne►. Error in Creating program dock.
Submit Error. Deck submitted incorrectly , resources unavailable, keypunch error, or general submission error.
JCL Error. JCL statement inaorrea. (JCL cords mistv ped should be listed under submit errors.)
C1rh.r Setup Error, Such as insufficient s pan or time specified for job step. This should mot be caused by program error.
Machine Error. Errors outside of the control of the programmer.
Hardware Error. Machine malfunction.
Software Error. Swim crash a system Program error le.g., error in FORTRAN mmpilrl.
Program Error. Error Caused by the submitted program.
Compile Error. The source program contains an error which is found by the Compiler or assembler.
Link Error. The bider or finkage editor finds an error.
Execute Error, System error manages we Worsted during the execution si p, patstbly causing an obend•
User Generated Error. The program terminates in a Programmer generated error Massage which is mat a ovstem error.
Ran to Completion. The Program terminated with no error message: however, the results we incorrect spndving that there n
something wrong with the program.
COMMENTS If you believe that your answers to thee@ Questions do not ade quately Characterize this rum, you may add amy additional
comments that you wish. Also use this lost@ to indicate if the run was lost before you had a ChonCe to eWlusts results.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COWLITING THE O W41 NIFORT FORM
TM harm N wed to keep tntk of NI ahanpe malt a a Wooden. A change is any alta►ttli n a the design. dowrnenteidn, or ad11
genaretd lor • tf m e nthl ! show tat M rNthw of me qq M MM Ittottlt N aMNNm" tan 001" Mhwlf/ dtti^t► ins t o01th
am working oVtlerh, TM iflaw trettfon of aetwes of froth no or ow" it not a 0".
One r>MM• redo t form thwd M filled out for Sett thorge. Whar11 several 00" art MnM SimWtarawalV for different roar
ant a sSMrttt form shale M owmaleed fair Sett rSSan.
NNhINl1, A wwtw identifier Der form ON ENV eonsiting N inUiais hllorwd W • sosteeattat ehurreber, The initials shwd M 1111 0411 of
this Farm tilling out the form. 1ha satiwneS rumor► shod to a poll" integer Indleeting the number of forma fillet of is ►ar due-
" the dal, Numoor OMW01 irdiam the first form of too love filled ow by OMw. OMM is the 	 form that #eye eta.
FROACT NAME. The him of da dowN/matt rrNSOt.
CURRENT DATE. THt don on whM an wetly is flies evade on tan form, awn If the form is not a ame"od on that dw.
SECTION A-IDENTIFICATION
REASON. Eh1NNn vvhv tan than" N bong made.
OuCRIFTION. O11et ►iM del Sharp tort is balng mNde. This shewld net been the variable nena or Mt Nvel, but aheuld bewffl.
alertl y 6atreet of the the furation of the ehangod orb an be deNrmined, 0.6. "the Input buffer wo t1urN," rather then "may
buff we ies to acre."
EFFECT, what contoeema for dewmanul an dwvd? List ON nsmo of am cornownu and Mwmemt modifled as pan of the
cow", inel"olt version numborL
EFFORT: What additional amwonts lw documents) ware examined in datarminiltg what 080p was needed? 4n ail components
God doc~tt that wer11 fllYminod, but vwre not Muell er charged. in deciding what thane to make, now to make it, and where to
make it. This list should not Overly with the list of amporonts had documom att"ly charged.
DATES OF CHANGE. Nod for champ determined on. Give the Nn on which it wall first realised that a change was needed.
Change stoned on. Give the data at which the Sharp wall saw led.
What wall the dfort In porsomiff.11 retired a ~tend od kh0lonant tha change?
Oivi the amt wNlaM11 mimtte of the weal time notled to understand what serge had to be met and Mw to make It, indud-
in@ the I WWII a teem u.no. This am" 4wudo the tints of all persons in making the shop. As an example, If ewe 0001
essh worked E hwn on the Shang , the spew marked "one dw to 3 days' Mewl be ~ad.
NCT10N EMTYFS OF CHANGE
Cheek the ON bu then bust dearlbes the thongs. If Went M the OW46 doariptkxr form to fit, aheak other arm give a detailed
description of the Stange in Station L If reveal of the dnU4MarM Chem 11wallle a00re0riaa, More
	
one box may be checked.
Gar Caereption. A change made to correct M am in pnviow work. It this box is checked Stations C and 0 of the sharp ropert
form shod be completed.
FNeeed In anomem. The Insertion of a body of cods Into a we"am nub that wed initially treated as a dummy for testing purposes,
or adding -,so exilty to are already existing component a pan of a panned InenMNntai development.
Irnplemonta ion of Realroname Chopp. Altering the system to otnto m to a Chen" in redurromenes Inh0o1e0 by trot customer.
Improvement of Curial, MaintaineNNeye or OSermanteien. Charges made to Im prove code quality, such a Improving Indentation of
Sods, resmfocmg laws for roadability, adding or updating documentation or correcting literary mo p In it, suppressing redundant
information or repaving mw 0ply4earnlng $actions of GO& with proeSdwe calk. Corrections of violations of programming standards,
and design impro ~ts that should have been visible in tan functional specifications of Com ponents of the system are to be treated
N error Corrections. oocumonution
 upom MIN concomitantly with • change should be treated a a pact of that change and Neuo
tied with tan primov Cove of the chop.
ImprovemrM of Meer Servim. Curing system deveo pmm, individual pregame$ msee find that with very little *)lira rrork they oar
provide the user with additional fac ilities on too of tan functional rmirements of the s ystem, such cningo are c lautd a ,moeave.
Meri ts to user services.
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Itt-whiaiwow wo of aabug CaN. Cholga imedo a the prgrem sell wmfgalfv pa se i 0 We additional infairmathon during low iris w
M prom on M now"
0mmwo Tlrhe/iptte/Apawaey. An 000"lotain is • mmond adlum"M M the program "Mal man purpose is w relived It- mew
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CHANCE REPORT FORM
PROJECT NAME
	
CURRINT OATI
SIMON A • 1OFNTIFICATiON
REASON MV wr the champ modof^,,,, o.^...,.
DESCRIPTION What cnanp was himdof.	 f
EFIECT Whas eompon*rta for d*mumonal ro tdtonpol tlnoAtdo vrwol....^.._..^.
E►FORT . What adellfwal cornimarome for dotutwes) won omm"Wa i in dolNnHnlnS what ohmlp was nomiedl
Need fm *h1no dolorrllIned on
Chanp started an
What woo stay 0" in t3*rto" time rtquir*d to umutitaild muf irilowin rll the thww?	 i
,,,,__1 pout or took
	
-1 how to I stay	 ".1 deV to 3 doVR	 _._mote than 3 days	 II
SECTION I • TYPE OF CHANGE (Now is this uh no best chorsoaluedt)
Fairs correction	 C) tnsonivonldolotlon of doing code
Vlammd ormmtcom•nt
	
Optimisation of tlmertpowtectutocv
(3 implementation of raWirornents chwW	 Lam) Adoputlon to onvlronmmrt chow
Impovamont of clarnV. maintainability, or documentation	 C) OMr 11m pisin In E)
L" Improvmnont of uses savwoo
	
Way miss than one comaotam off"led bV the ch@#W? Yes	 No
FOR IRRO s CORRECTIONS ONLY
SECTION C - TYPE OF ERROR Mow is this Nror boat cdlanctorlsodll
O Requirements incorrect at mlNntorp*tod
L') Funetwnol tooeiflamions Incorrect or misinterpreted
Design omN, Invohlil♦ several components
Error 111 the 	 of implementation M a tingle component
M Miwndottt- Wim of omtamol onvlrorunom. *maps lenw o
O Error In use of pre1tatnmti4 Imwuop/compilor
13 CW40 rror
0 Otnw IEtip ism in E)
FOR OdEION ON IM►LIMENTATION ERRORS ONLY
L4 It the mot wen In doutti+ w Implementation:
The Imes was • mutation ommpnon about ten value or structure of dote
iThe error woo a mittako ,n control lajw or mmoutatlon of on w pntolon^ _^..., ..^ ..^.^.._
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FOR EIIItON CORRECTIONS ONLY
SICTION 0 - VALIDATION AND REPAIR
what attolrtln were used N validase me onwam, doses tie mass, and " I a cause/
10
Actinw,
Used P+r
P"WW"
Validation
Aativives
Sacnsehrl
in Detecting
Irm Svnwmms
Agovilm
Tried to
Pued
I	 Cain
Activitme
Successful
M 11110*14
Cause
I hha"gotanEa Hat fide
- Aocp,.P,mtevt
wI raaaaotand uri use 1
InlWCtoat of clout
Car reading by WWN"ner
Car reading by Gee foram
T^ alks with olnar programmer
LSWClaf dab" c,ws
(Svitem er ror
-
 mN►Ma
► ours wacifk e rr $""So$ 1 I	 I
flsed.nv *xu~taaon
^Tnce
^Dumq
	i 	 1
Closer•»hnrxenmibuN lilt 	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
in
What We the tome used to isolate ft cause?
I	 .._.,ore now or teak ._-one hour to one oar, ._.more than one dev. ._-_never fount	 !
It rear fourA Was a Werkaound usdl	 Vet_	 No limaNn r I)
Was this error miasd to a Pfevk%'a CAMP
Ves (Change Matron dVDeN 	 1 —No	 _Can't N11	 -
Wlen did Me emir MNr the svateml
_ itiourenwnts —functional teeea —d1W —WdWq and see _-othw _an't fete
SECTION I - ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Pleas 09 anv Informatlon that may be he1PfW In 94111990011144 the aver or chaiga, and undemanding its eases and its
rarrnnflatlonk
'	 Name:	 AudioHted:	 OsN I
c	 (eNm)
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Current Date
ude System Maintenance Report
led for Change determined on (4a.. Day, vr.)^^
Describe Change
What components/subroutines/modules are changed
•. -c	 out this section if cnanga is noT an error Correction
This change is being made bocause of a change in: (Check---all that apply)
requirements	 hardware environment
new information/data
	
software environment
specification `optimization
design
other (specify):
ERROR N
	
out this section If enange 15 an error correct one
Thefollowing activities were used in a4ir detection or isolation: ( Check all that
apply) (Put D for detection, t for isolation)
normal use
test runs
code reading
reading documentation
other (Specify):
trace/dump
cross reference/attitude list
system error messages
_project specific error messages
Which of the following best describes the error:
	
requirements error	 specification error
--' design error	 clerical error
error in translating design or speFfication to code
other: Describe
Was this error related to a previous maintenance change 	 is	 no	 -can't tell
Please give any information that may oe nllpfui in categorising and unders tanding the
change on the reverse side of this form.
Person filling out this form
Approved	 Date
Change started an date (month, day, year)
1
Time spent an this change:
	
less than t day 	1 day to a week __ ore than a week 	 x
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B.2 SEL GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED WITH DATA COLLECTION FORMS
This section defines the terms used in the software engi-
neering data collection forms reproduced in Section 8.1. A
more extensive glossary (based substantially on this one) is
found in Reference 9.
assignment
	
All statements that change the value of a
statements
	
	
variable as their main purpose (e.g., as-
signment or READ statements, but the as-
signment of the DO loop variable in a DO
statement should not be included).
attitude/orbit
	
	
Any component that is directly related to
either the attitude determination (or con-
trol) task or to the orbit determination
(or control) task falls into this cate-
gory. This should include full systems in
general (such as GTDS or ISEE-B Attitude)
as well as specific modules such as Deter-
ministic Attitude or DCCONE3,
attribute list
	
	
A compiler-generated list of the identi-
fiers used by a program that describes the
characteristics of those identifiers and
shows the source statements where they are
first defined (or first used) and, for
variables, their (relative) storage loca-
tions.
automated	 Any programs whose purpose is to aid in
tools
	
	
software development (e.g., compiler, text
editor, or dump or trace facility). This
includes compilers but not standard opera-
ting system software (e.g., linkage edi-
tor).
baseline	 A structured chart listing all components
diagram
	
	 in a system in which a connection from a
higher component to a lower one indicates
that the higher component calls the lower
one.
batch
	
	 Use of a computer in which the entire job
is read into the machine before the proc-
essing begins and in which there is no
provision for interaction with the sub-
mitter during execution of the job. (In-
teractive usage is always via a terminal;
batch usage may be via a terminal or a
card deck.)
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bottom-up
	
	 The design (or implementation) of the sys-
tem starting with the lowest level rou-
tines and proceeding to the higher level
routines that use the lower levels.
business/	 The second of the four major categories ap-
financial
	
	
plies to components related to some ac-
counting task, financial data formatting,
business d.,Ara retrieval or reporting, or
possibly personnel data management. Very
few of the components being studied will
fall into this class.
change
	
	
A modification to design, code, or docu-
mentation. A change might be made to
correct an error, to improve system per-
formance, to add capability, to improve
appearance, or to implement a requirements
change, for example.
clerical
	
	 The process of copying an item from one
format to another or tram one medium to
another, which involves no interpretation
or semantic translation.
code reading
	
	 Vi;ual inspection of the source code by
persons other than the Creator of the code.
command/
	 This class of components includes those
control
	
	 used either to generate vehicle commands
or to transmit these commands Flom the
control center.
complexity
	
	 Measures the difficulty of implementing a
component, independent of the imple-
menter's experience. Easy (or simple)
means that any good programmer can write
down the correct code with little thought.
Hard (or complex) means that much thought
is involved in the design. (Compare this
with "precise"; e.g., easy and imprecise
may mean a vague specification, but once
the approach is decided upon, the code is
easy to write.)
component
	
	 A piece of the system identified by namt
or common function (e.g., separately c:om-
pilable function, an entry in .a tree chart
or baseline diagram for the system at any
paint in time, or a shared section of data
such as a COMMON block).
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computer time	 For hatch usage, this is the billable time
for all runs. For interactive usage, it.
is the number of hours spent st a terminal.
confidence	 Percentage probability that a given number
level	 is correct: 100 percent means that the
number is absolute Lertainty; 0 percent
means that the nuaroer must be incorrect.
constraints	 Restrictions on resource availability (ex-
ec:ution time, memory allocation) imposed
by specifications.
constraints,	 All restrictions caused by space problems.
space	 On the Ccr r^ ponent Summary Report form, list
cacti restriction separately (e.g., maximum
number of words that component may occupy
at one time or maximum disk space avail-
able during execution time or for program
storage).
constraints,	 All restrictions caused by various machine
time	 and calendar time problems. can the Compo-
nent Summary Report form, list each re-
striction separately (e.g., maximum
execution time for component to process
and respond to some input condition or
time to complete a component or milestone).
control	 All statements that potentially alter the
statements
	 sequence of executed instructions (e.g.,
GOTO, IF, RETURN, or DO) .
correction	 A change made to correct an orror.
cosmetic
	 Changes in the source program that have
little effect on the performance of pro-
gram (e.g., correct comments, move code
around as long as it does not alter they
algorithm implemented, or change the name
of a local variable).
create
creation date
C, ross-
reference?
The creation and recording of the y idea.
Date that the component was first named
(e.g., date it first appeared can a tree
chart) .
List of the identifiers used by a program
showing (by means of inJices or sta tement
numbers) which statements of they program
define and reference those identifiers.
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data base
	 This category is to include components that
applications	 retrieve, write to, or format information
for a well-defined formatted bank of in-
formation available to the system. The
user must decide whether or not the data
set is to be considered a data base. An
example of an acceptable data base would
be the ADL file, SLP file, or Geodetics
file, whereas a sequential telemetry file
or tape would not be.
design	 A description of what the system must do,
its components, the interfaces among those
components, and the system's interface(s)
to the external environment.
design phase
	 The creation and recording of the design,
including discussion about strategy with
peers. This phase does not include the
development of any code at the programming
language level. It does include the crea-
tion of specifications for subcomponents
of the current component.
design reading	 visual inspection of the design by persons
other than the creator of the design.
development
	
The development and recording of code and
phase	 inline comments based on the design. This
phase includes the modification of code
caused by design changes or errors found
in testing. It does not include any time
spent in entering the code into the com-
puter.
documentation	 Written material, other than source code
statements, that describes a system or any
of its components.
dump	 Record of the state of the memory space
used by a program at some point in its
execution. A dump may include all or part
of the program's memory space (including
registers).
end date
	 Date that a project is scheduled to be
completed.
English (or
	 Specifications given as readable English
informal)	 text, as opposed to some formal notation.
specifications
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error Discrepancy between a specification and
its implementation.	 The specification
might be requirements, design specifica-
tions, or coding specifications.
external Combination of hardware and software used
environment to maintain and execute the software, in-
cluding the computer on which the soft-
ware executes, the operating system for
that computer, support libraries, text
editors, and compilers.
formal spec- Some specification technique based upon a
ifications strict set of rules for describing the
specification and usually involving the
use of an unambiguously defined notation
(e.g., mathematical functions or formal
PDL) .
function Mathematical notation used to specify the
set of input, the set of output, and the
relationship between input and output.
functional Specification of a component as a set of
specifications functions defining the output for any in-
put.	 The specification emphasizes what.
the program is to do rather than how to do
it.	 However, an algorithmic specification
can be considered functional if it is not
used to dictate the actual algorithm to be
used.	 (See procedural specifications.)
hardest first Design (or implementation) of the most
difficult aspects of the system first.
HIPO	 (Hier- Graphical technique that defines each
archical Input component by its transformation on its
Process Output) input data sets to its output data sets.
implementation Implementation of a program is either a
machine-executable form of the program or
a form of the program that can be auto-
matically translated	 (e.g., by compiler or
assembler)	 into machine-executable form.
integration Test of several modules to check that
test the interfaces are defined correctly.
integration	 Test of the entire system (i.e., top-
test, full	 level component).
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integration Test of any set of modules but not the
test, partial entire system.
intended Result of invoking a program or segment
use of of a program, including the actions per-
formed by that program when invoked.
	 in-
vocation may be by subroutine or function
call or by a branch to a segment of code.
interface Set of data passed between two or more
programs or segments of programs and the
assumptions made by each program about how
the others operate.
interactive Use of a computer via a terminal in which
each line of input
	 `s immediately proc-
essed by the computer.
f	 iterative Design	 (or implementation) of successive
enhancement versions, each producing a usable subset
of the final product until the entire
system is fully developed.
level Unit corresponding to some partitioning of
the final product
	 (e.g., a single line of
code,
	 10 lines of code,
	 25 lines of code,
subroutine, or module).
	 If the system is
hierarchically structured, each component
is at a higher level than its subcompo-
nents, and the system may be described as
4 the highest level component (the component
at level 1), the component at level 2, or
the lowest level component.
level, lowest
	
	 Smallest unit identified by the activity
(e.g., code reading to the single state-
ment, top-down design to the module level,
or top-down design to level 3).
librarian
	
	 A clerk whose responsibilities include
processing source statements but not writ-
ing them, (e.g., maintaining libraries,
updating code, or producing tape backups).
machine words
	
	 Number of words in a main memory that a
component occupies at one time.
manpower	 Sum, over the number of people, of the
j	 number of hours p,-?r person charged to the
(	 contract.
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mathematical/ This category is meant: to be a more speci-
numerical fic category than the scientific class.
It contains those components that reflect
a specific algebraic expression or mathe-
matical algorithm.	 Such components as a
dot product routine or a numerical inte-
grator are in this category.
maximum space Total number of machine words that the
system may occupy at one time.
mission date Date that system must be operational.
module test Test of a single module.
none used No explicit technique was specified to be
used.
onboard All components that are built for the
processing purpose of satisfying some onboard proc-
essing need belonj to this class. 	 Al-
though the component may be built and
tested on a computer that is not the real
flight computer,	 it should be classified
as onboard if the final destination is the
' OBC (onboard computer).
optimization Changes. in the source code to improve pro-
gram performance	 (e.g.,	 run faster or use
less space).	 Optimization changes are not
error corrections; however,	 if a change is
made to use less space to conform to the
specified space constraint,	 then the term
"error" applies.
PDL Program design language	 (often called
pseudocode).	 Used in the design and cod-
ing phases of a project, PDL is a language
that contains a fixed set of control state-
ments and a formal or informal way of de-
fining and operating on data structures.
PDL code may or may not be machine-
readable, and for this study it is not con-
sidered as documentation, but as an
integral part of the finished source pro-
gram.
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procedural Specification of a component in some al-
specifications gorithmic manner	 (e.g., using PDL or a
flowchart).	 The specification says how
the program is to work.	 (See functional
specifications.)
proof Method for formally demonstrating that a
technique piece of software performs according to
its specifications.	 Proof techniques usu-
ally use some form of mathematical nota-
tion to describe the result of executing a
program.
range in mod- Number of source statements in a module,
ule size including comments.
read The reading by peers of the recordings of
the current phase to look for errors,	 in-
vent tests, and so on.
real-time This class includes components that are a
direct function of events occurring at, or
near,	 the current time.	 Typical compo-
nents would be the Attitude Control
Monitors.	 Since parts of most of the te-
lemetry processors are required to process
data as it is received, they too may be
considered real-time components.
requirements System specification written by the user
to define a system to a developer.	 The
developer uses these specifications in
designing,	 implementing, and testing the
system.
review Formal meeting of several individuals for
the purpose of explaining design (man-
agement review).	 Also includes the time
spent in preparing for the review. 	 All
those attending a review should list the
components discussed in their own Compo-
nent Summary Report for that week.
scientific A component may be in this category if it
is related to some mathematical algorithm,
engineering problem,	 law of physics, or
celestial mechanics problem.	 Most of the
full systems developed will fall into this
category, whereas the various pieces of
modules may fall into some of the other
classes.
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segment Contiguous piece of code that is unnamed
and, hence, cannot be referred to as a
single entity in a program statement. 	 A
segment could be one or several lines of a
subroutine, part of a data area, or an
arbitrary contiguous section of memory.
shared items Data and programs, accessible by several
components, such as COMMON blocks, ex-
ternal files, and library subroutines.
simulating Statements that are used to simulate struc-
constructs tured control structures when the language
to be used does not contain structured
control structures.
source See source statements.
instructions
source All statements readable by and read by the
statements compiler.	 This includes executable state-
ments	 (e.g., assignment,	 IF, and GO TO);
nonexecutable statements 	 (e.g., DIMENSION,
-
REAL, and END); and comments.
specification Description of the input, output, and es-
sential function(s) to be performed by a
component of the system.	 The specifica-
tion is produced by the organization that
is to develop the system; that is, at the
top level, it can be thought of as the
contractor's interpretation of the re-
quirements.
specification,	 The input, output, and function of the com-
imprecise	 ponent are loosely defined. Much of what
is required is assumed rather than speci-
fied. The specification relies heavily on
programmer experience and verbal communi-
cation to get an unambiguous interpreta-
tion and a full understanding of what is
needed.
specification,	 The input, output, and function of the com-
precise ponent are well defined. There are under-
lying assumptions not specified, but it is
assumed that any programmer working on the
project, with experience on a similar
project, will understand these assump-
tions. It is possible to arrive at an am-
biguous interpretation or misunderstanding
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specification,
	
of the specifications if the reader does
precise not have enough experience with the prob-
(Cont'd) lem or does not obtain further verbal com-
munication.
specification, Completely defined description of the
very precise input, output, and function of a compo-
nent.	 The implementer of a very precise
specification need make few, if any, as-
sumptions.	 It is almost impossible to
arrive at an ambiguous interpretation or
misunderstanding of the specifications.
specification- Using the specifications of the program to
driven determine test data (e.g., test data is
generated by examining the input/output
requirements and specifications).
standards Any specifications that refer to the
method of development of the source pro-
gram itself, and not to the problem to be
implemented (e.g., using structured code,
at most 100-lin^'a subroutines, or all names
prefixed with subsystem name).
start date Date on which initial work on a project
began.
string process-	 This includes components that perform op-
ing erations on lists of characters. 	 Norm-
ally, this class is assumed to include
functions of compilers, hash code string
hook -up, and array comparisons.
structure- Using the structure of the program to de-
driven termine test data (e.g., generating data
to ensure that each branch of a program is
executed at least once).
structure Organization of a composita data item con-
of data sisting of several variables or other
array items.	 Examples of such composite
data items are arrays 	 (both singly- and
multiply-dimensioned), strings, complex
variables and constants, records on a disk
file (each record containing several
words), and multiple-word entries in a
table.
structured The language supports structured control
code structures	 (e.g., a FORTRAN preprocessor).
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systems By system-related software, one includes
any package designed to affect, modify,
extend, or change the normal available
processing procedure of the operating sys-
tem.	 This could include such components
as error tracing or extended I/O such as
DA IO .
system size Total number of machine words needed for
all instructions generated on the project
plus space for data, library routines, and
other code.	 This is the total size of the
system without using any overlay structure.
table handler Includes components that are specifically
designed to generate or interpret informa-
tion in a table format such as the Gener-
alized Telemetry Processor.
telemetry/ Includes all components that are spec-
tracking ifically required to interface 	 (either
read, write, or format)	 with telemetry or
' tracking data.
testing phase Design of tests, testing strategies, and
the running of such tests. 	 This phase	 •
does not include the writing of any code
(even for debugging purposes), which
should be recorded under coding.
top-down Design	 (or implementation) of the system,
starting with a single component, one
level at a time, by expanding each compo-
nent reference as an algorithm possibly
calling other new components.
trace	 Record of program execution: showing the
sequence of subroutine and function calls
and, sometimes, the value of selected var-
iables. Code used in producing a trace is
automatically inserted into a program,
usually by the compiler, sometimes by
other support software.
type of soft-	 The four major classifications of most of
ware	 the applicable software being developed
are: scientific, business/financial,
systems, and utility. These classifica-
tions may be refined into the categories
of: string processing, data base
applications, real-time, and table
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type of soft- handler.	 A further refinement includes
ware the categories of:	 attitude/orbit,
(Cont'd) telemetry/tracking, command/control, math-
ematical, and numerical onboard.
utility Any component that is generated to satisfy
some general support function required by
other applications software may be con-
sidered a utility.
	
This class of compo-
nents usually contains software that does
not fit into any of the other three cate-
gories.	 Although components can fall into
two of the primary categories (e.g.,
scientific and utility),	 it will be easier
to use only the more descriptive of the
categories	 (e.g., vector ;:ross-product--
scientific; data unpacking--utility).
value of data	 The number and kind of number (e.g., in-
teger, floating-point ► or ASCII-encoded
character) stored in a local variable or
data area, parameter, common variable, or
system-wide data item.
walkthrougb	 Formal meeting sessions for the review of
source code and design by the various mem-
bers of the project for technical rather
than management purposes. The purpose is
for error detection and not correction.
workaround	 The method used to counteract the effects
of an error in a program when the cause of
the error and, consequently, the location
of the statements containing the error is
not known or is inaccessible (e.g., a com-
piler error).
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APPENDIX C - ABBREVIATIONS
The following are explanations of abbreviations used
throughout this document.
ACC Accounting Information File
ATM Attitude Maintenance Change Report File
CIF Component Information File
CMT Comment File
CRF Change Report Form
CSC Computer Sciences Corporation
CSF Component Summary Form
CSR Component Status Report
DB1: Disk DB1
DBAM Data Base Maintenance Software
DEC' Digital Equipment Corporation
DIR Subjective Evaluations Directory File
ENC .Encoding Dictionary
GPS General. Project Summary
GSFC Goddard space Flight Center
HDR Phase Dates File
HIPO Hierarchical Input Processing Output
HIS Growth History File
JCL Job Control Language
PDL Program Design Language
RAF Run Analysis Form
RJE Remote Job Entry
RJP Remote Job Processing
RMS Record Management System
RMSIAC RMS Indexed Access routines
RSF Resource Summary Form
RSX-11M Current PDP-11/70 Operating System
SAP FORTRAN Source Analyzer Program
SEF Subjective Evaluations File
TSO Timesharing Option	 (IBM)
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UIC
UM
YYMMDD
Cn,m)
User Identification code
University of Maryland
Year-Year-Month-Month -Day-Day date format.
For example, 810704 is July 4, 1981.
User Identification Code. For exim ►ale, (204,11
a.
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APPENDIX D - USER IDENTIFICATION CODE (UIC) LAYOUT
This appendix lists the organization of all production soft-
ware located under the User Identification Code (UIC) of 204
on disk DB1.
1. [204,11--All data base files.
2. (204,2)--Not used.
3. [204,31--Indirect command files for DBAM or tape
delivery, plus temporary intermediate files used by
DRAM.
4. [204,41--Indirect files for reports and other
utility programs.
5. [204,51--All task images. Help files associated
with each task image.
6. [204,61--Source code and object modules for all
task images except DRAM. Command and overlay files
to create task images. Fixed input data files to
programs.
7. [204,71--Utility source code and object modules
used by several programs (e.g., generalized open
and read routines).
8. [204,101-•-DATATRIEVE record and domain-definition
indirect files.
9. [204,111--Profile reports and all reports produced.
10. [204,121--Tape backup command files.
11. [204,15]--DBAM source code and object modules, plus
task generation command files and overlay files.
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